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Partnerships, Pmgrams and Practices
for an Increasingly Interdependent World

The Second Annual

Creative Responses 'lb Changing Realities
Conference forNorthwest Postsecautary and Higher Edswation

October 28-29, 1982 Hilton Hotel Portland, Oregon

A

The Creative Responses Conference held in October of
1982 provided participants with opportunities to ex-
plore a variety of successful approaches to the rapid-
ly changing reallties of postsecondary and higher edu-
cation. The purpose of this proceedings book is ta
provide a permanent record of presentations, workshops
and other information which cafi serve as an ongoing
reference. It is hoped that participants, presenters
and the Conference co-sponsors as well as these mater-
ials will be seen as possible future resources. This
document is also offered as part of theyrocess of
achieving one of the Conference's main goals: To en-
courage action planning which could enable effective
adaptation of potential responses to the realities'of
different campuses. SuggestiOns regarding content,
format and other considerations for future conferences
are welcome and should be forwarded to onb of the
co-sponsors.

41.

Conference Cosponsors:
Northwest Regional Northwest Program Develipment
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PROGRAM Second Annual Creative Responses to Changing Realities Conference
Partnerships, Programs, and Practices for an Increasingly Interdependent World

Thursday, October 28, 1982
8:30 A.M. Registration, coffee, rolls

9:00 A.M. Opening Session
SPEAKER. Deets Goukt, o'Nedif
Professor of Education for Jtistice.
Eniverfey of Notre Dame

Global Interdependence: from
Exploitation to Partnership
Interdependence Is not always
good thing At Ur: len U tn certleitl,
at ACM horizontal Third World
nations now demand greater rec-
iprocity in their dealings with

weaithier, more powerful nattoan Itcy criticize prent
rex!! ons, In these govern the circuiation of ideas,
people-and resources, as inequitabie and Instthing

945 A.M Coffee
10:00 A.M. toncurrent Workshops (Series A)

Al Global Interdependence: Education's Rok
Forum with Dents Goukt

Faciliwors Malhada llarris, .Coordinator of Interna-
tional Education. Mount flood Community College;
Chair, Pacific Northwest International/Intercultural
Education Consortium. and Ernst Goblerl, Director of
the Spokane Consortium fir International Studkt hn .
fascr of Goncrnment, Eastern Washington University

A2 Prior liies,E,xperience Programs: Quality
Issues ers

This workshop win define academic and administrative
Issues related to Prior Learning Experience (1E), Pro.
gum prm,sess.ment processes, portfolio development
and evaluation The questions these tates raise win be
addrczed both theoretically and practically Future di.
rations towards improvement of quality. specifically the
use of management information systems, will be din.
cussed foan Mailing, Director Prior learning
Experknce Program and Manamnent Information
.cystem, Marythunt Education &Men and Jeff R
Sweeney, instructor Prior lairrang Experience
Program, Mari-limn:I Education Center

A3 The Work Ethic: Yesterday and Today
Many commentators use the fre of the work ethic to
assess the fze of the country "Americans have an almost
unique sct of attitudes toward work which aiternately
amuses anti pa/Are the revs of the world This session
will elan-tine the roots of ttat comptex okalues which
is loosely tailed die work ethic Dennts1Wcrs, Instrue.
tor in Iluinaitiitci, Sborcline Community Cam

A4 Quality Circles and Producthity
In ViSi. Lane Community Coiiege established the nation's
first collegiate Productivity Center to implement Quality
Circles and productivity measurements The circles have
cansed imprmed work environments, with the lay prod.
uet of termed productivity Workshop participants will
gm actual practice with circle techniques Gasp Past,
Direcian Productivity Center Lane Comournity Coilcgo

12:30 PM. Lunch
SPEAKER: Donald ) Leti, Dean of
the school of Education, Portland
Maw iniverstey

Our Changing World-2-
New Curriculum, 'and New
Delivery Systems
Our socioeconomic-political.
technical world Is changing
rapidly, resulting In significant
educational changes The current

Curriculum In Science and High Technology will Ile out.
lined along with major changes needed In Ifigh Tech.

nobleg and in:the Total curriculum. Public education
will be described and linked with other educational
delivery systems

2:00 PM. Concurrent Workshops (Series B)

111 Our Changing WoridNew Curriculums and
New Delivery-Systems .

Foram with Donald J. Lett
Facilitators: Patric/41110We, Dean of Instruction,
Fort Meilacoom Community College; and Dale Green,
Associate Dean of Instruction, Fort Steilacoom
Community College

12 Teaching Adult; in the Workplace: Designing
Programs That Management Can Support

This workshop has two componems The first sill (ea.
ture a lecturtne on how to generate managernenrsup-
port for training activities In the workplaci Participants
will role pin presentations to management The second
sill present a guide to training design Marlow Ck2rk,
Coonlinalor Adult Career Development and learning
Education did Work Program, Northwest Regional Edu-
cational laboratory

13 Increasing Student Options Through Creative
PartnershIps Between the Secondary School and
the Community College

Creative practices In loInt enrollment curriculum de-
velopment and staffing with community colleges tre
emerging to help offer students the kinds of oppor.
tunities they need without spending additional money
Participants will hear some of these practices, as well is
loin In the identification of priority issues Rex Ocean
Diret-tor Instructional Improvement Division, Northwest
Regional Educational laboratory. John Pendergrass.
Region Vocational EducationiCareer Education Coor-
dinator Washington County (Oregon) Education Service
District . and Don riser Director The Institute for
Community Assistance. Portland Community College

14 Computer Literacy for the Workplace: A "Low
'Itch' Alternative ,1

The t ii Department of Labor projects that by1985. 75
percent of all lobs will be computer related Most work-
ern, then, sill need to be computer theme Comfortable
in using computero to solve problems, more and retrieve
Information, process words, manipulate data Training
prouams are needed to give people this entry level
"computer literacy for the workplace"Judith Eduards
Allen, Director of Computer Technology Program.
Northwest Regional Educational laboratory

Friday, October 29, 1982
8:15 A.M. Breakfast

'SPEAKER: Tom Olson, Director of the Division of
Planning and Service Coordination. Northwest Re-
gional Educational Laboratory

Action Planning Strategies

9:00 A.M.
SPEAKER: John Elorriaga, Prcst-
drtt and Chairman of the Board,
ES Bancorp; itakman, Gover-
nor's Economic Recovery Council
of Oregon

Education and BusinessA
Joint Responsibility
If business Is going to meet the
challenge of a fast changing pre-
cent and an uncertain future, we

need the greatest minds avallabie We need innovation,
wo need technical skills; and we need creativity
Business needs to work closely with the educational
community and to coordinate our efforts

9:30 A.M. Concurrent Workshops (Series C)

*CI Education and IlesinessA Joint Responsibility
For1111 with John Elorriaga

Facilitators: Bob Archibald, Director of Cooperative
Education, Portkord Community College; and Don HNC
Director The Institute for Community Assistance,
Poriknid Communq CoPrege

C2 Aition Planning Strategies
Participants will have the opportunity for more indepth
folloup on the breakfast presentation Vat are
specific planning strategies wtich can be used in post-
secondary education? Sho needs to be Involved? What
are theta' roles? What resources are available for action
planning? Fom Olson, Director Division of Planning
and Service Coordination, Northurs1 Regional Educa-
tional laboratory

C3 Competerized Guidance and Information Spam'
This workshop will provide an overview of four com-
puterized guidance and information systems currently
used in the Northwest: CIS, Discover, SIG! and Enceee.
One particular program. Encore, sill be presented in
depth Valerie McIntyre, Regional Manager Northicest
Coancil for the Advancement of Experiential learning

12:00 P.M. Lunch-
SPEAKER, Paul Eintner, President,
Elettro Scientific Industries;
Chairman, American Electronics
Association (AEA); member. AEA
Higher Education Committee

"kb Techno(osy Partnerships
Problems and barriers of turfilom
are coming to an end in Oregon
and nationwia High tech busi-
ness leaders, educators, and

egislators are talking and planningforced by the ,
need of economic recovery and the fact that industry
has collected funds to match money allocated by the
Oregon legislature Indury must realize the needs and
drives of educatorn and legislators Educators should
realize that lfi Tech Industry is a customer. Educators
are the suppliern of a productwell trained students

1:30 PM. Concurrent Workshops (Series D)

DI High 'technology Partnerships
Forum with Paul Elmer

FacIlltEors Forrest Rodgers, Directoof Marketing,
Marythunt Education Center and Angel Mato, Manager
of Corporate Education, Tektronix, Inc

1)2 Machiavellian Diplomacy In.Modern Dress:
Articulation and Transfer ktween Postsecondary
Institutions

lids workshop will focus on diferent models of articu-
lation and transfer between institutions of higher learn-
ing, from state mandated Integrated systems to voluMary
agreements and understandings Particular attention will
be focused on current efforts within Washington State to
resolve difficulties in a voluntary process George A
Delaney Dean of Educational Services, Skagit Valky

ahd Cal Mathews, Coordinator of College Rela-
lions, WesternWashington Enisrv.14

113 Effective Learning Style Utilization
Students learn In a variery of ways Efective Instruction
takes this into account by recognizing individual differ-
ences Tbis workshop will help participants to identify
particular learning cqles and to design classroom pre-
sentations and materials which will be responsive to
these styles Jae Vounglituth, Counsdor and Instructor
Ira PSyttClog, Mount Hood Connnunity College



The Second Annual Creative Responses to Changing Realities
Conference presented many excellent challenging partnership
ideas between education and community resources. The speakers
and presenters ore well chosen and the interaction among peers
most stimulating. I am going away with some good ideas I want
to explore further.

Ann Toth, Director
Cooperative Education
Highline Community College
Midway, Washington



DENIS GOULET
PROFESSOR OF EDUCATION FOR JUSTICE

UNIVERSITY CF NOTRE DAME

Thursday, October 28, 1982 9:00 A.M.

Introduced by: Dr. Ernst Gohlert, Director of the Spokane Consortium
for International -Studies, Professor of Government,
Eastern Washington University

GLOBAL INTERDEPENDENCE: FROM EXPLOITATION TO PARTNERSHIP

This is my first visit to Portidnd. I've been here since Monday, and I
haven't seen the sun or,the mountains yet. So, maybe it was a trick to
make me come back. Well, I am pleased to meet with you, and what I'd
like to do now is just to offer a few brief reflections on issues of
global interdependence, basically just as a seed sowing operation, and
then we will repair to the workshops and hopefully have a little more
chance for exchange about it.

.

It does seem rather self-evident, particularly in the light of Ernie's
mention of a recent decisiv of a Spokane firm to export jobs to Taiwan,
but it may be worth repeating, nonetheless, that global interdevglopment
is not just some abstract word or some pious wish; it is a fact: Any

corporate management knows that production has been internationalized.
Marketing ft.:internationalized. All kinds of political decisions taken
in far7 away' places need'to be known very soon for corporate decision
makers-to maNt:thpir own choices. So ihterdevelopment is a fact. And
even thbugh certain politicians or government bureaucrats may somewhat
fuzz over the facts--I was rather amazed the other day when Secretary
George- Schultz coming back from Canada said, "Well, you don't tell us

what to do and we won't tell yotkywhat to do," a rather stupid remark when
you consider that Canada wasn't try to tell the United. States what to
do. It was trying to ask the United States not to export acid rain. And

clearly Reagan is trying,to tell the Soviets what to do or not to do in
Afghanistan or Poland and nobody th4nks that's wrong. The German
elections are not just a domestic problem. When Schmidt goes out and
Genscher takes away the Free Democratic coalition with him, this Creates
a whole new chemistry of internal German politics that has enormous
implications for U.S. dealings with' the Soviet Union, U.S. dealings with
NATO alliance partners, the possibility or impossibility of their
deploying missiles--that decisio4, that was taken a couple of years ago

----and is now scheduled for next year.° As though we rieeded reminders, with
the collapse of the Mexican Peso, all of a sudden you have a condition,
just a situation that forces many, many tens of thousands of Mexican
agricultural Workers to try to cross the border illegally and find jobs
in the United States, notwithstanding the U.S.'s new immigration policy
limiting it to a certain flow-. So it just seems to me that we cannot
doubt that interdependence of all kinds is a fact.

This leads me to my second point. The key question is what is the

quality of that interdependence? A few yeas ago I published a little

monograph of the Overseas Developmen't Council entitled, "World
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Interdependence: yerbal Smokescreen or New Ethic?" And the very title
reflects the concern of many Third World officials or scholars or
ordinany development practitioners that a lot of talk in international
circles about global interdependence really is a verbal smokescreen. It
really is a linguistic gimmick to hide certain patterns of 'exploitation
or at least paternalism. Now I think we have to constantly disaggregate
the interdepencies that we can witness and simply ask oUrselves, "What is
the qualityof that interdependence? Is it basically horizontal--mutual
and reciprocal? Or is it more vertical and hierarchical?" And, you
know, dominator and dominated. The Chinese were fond of contrasting two
different images to capture these respective qualities of vertical and
horizontal interdependence. One image was horse and rider. Clearly
horse and rider are interdependent, but someone is on top and getting a
free ride; someone i underneath and straining and sweating and getting
tired. Now the other image is two oarsmen rowing the boat. So obviously
the quality of global interdependence is. really what is at issue. And
even as Barbara Ward was fond of saying, before she died unfortunately
two years ago, it is true that we live in a global village, but in the
global village are all of the decisions made by small number of village

cs7o0telders
with no respect for the wish of the villagers? In

173,
'74, with

the increase in oil prices--300 percent, 400 percent within a couple of
months-nwhat was the quality of the interdependence between Europe
(particularly France and Germany) and the oil producers? You know, how
vertical or horizontal it was--quite largely vertical. It led to a

considerable, shift in the policy stances of France and Germany,
particularly . toward Israel, toward the Palestine LiberatOn
organizations. So this suggests different qualities of vulnerability or
control.

Now it's.not just the material dependency on the supply of a resourCe
that shakes it. For instance, Japan depended practically 100 percent for
its fossil fuel from imports from the outside. But because they have
other leverage points in terms of markets and financing and technical
assistance, in a sense they came closer to having a more horizontal,
mutual relationship--even with their oil suppliers than France did. You
might say that Brazil would have caught itself somewhere in between.
Brazil produces about 40 percent of its own oil but imports its oil from
quite a highly diversifie4 array .of countries--Venezuela, Nigeria, Iraq,
Saudi Arabia, Algeria--so that they were able to make up most of their
losses fronul Iraq and Iran by passing new contracts with Nigeria and
Venezuela.

So you see that a policy of selectiye linking and de-linking in specific
arenas, either trade, or cultural exchange, if you're a country that
receives many, many students (I believe that over 300,000 foreign
students are now studying in U.S. colleges and universities--a heavy
block of them are from a small number of Arab countries; a very, very
large block of them are from Nigeria), creates certain kinds of links
that do have their effect in other policy arenas--arenas of investment,
arenas of tourism, arenas of trade arrangements--to say nothing of
military or security arenas. So we get a view of how really complex the
quality of interdependence can be once we look at particular issues like
this.

2 0,



So that's why I'm suggesting that it is useful to disiggregate and come
down from the generalities and try to take the pulse, if you will, of
what are the qualities and characteristics of different interdepen-
dencies. The Falkland Islands crisis now is over, but while it was going
on ;. many people thought that this could very well lead to an enormous
shift in the Soviet role in the South Atlantic, and the internal
Argentine government was, so unstable and so vulnerable to domestic
pressuiv that it might find itself attracted to radically break its
alliances with the Western Hemisphere syttem and to least establish
active neutrality with the Soviet Union. Paradowically, you know
Argentina has one f the most anti-communist ,governments. But there's
nothing very unusual about an internal anti-communist government having
external alliances. That's the problem of Syria and Iraq. At the same
time as they are receiving large quantities of SoViet arms and welcoming
Soviet military advisors and even technical economic advisors, they are
imprisoning local communists and censoring local comnunist party
activities. So the ramifications of interdependence are extremely'
complex in nuance and do call for disaggregated analysis in almost each
arena.

Nevertheless, I think there are three larger generic arenas of conflict,
really economic conflicts over resources or access to resources.

Clearly, that's what's at stake in Iran and the Middle East and the U.S.
confrontation with the- Soviet Union by proxy in that area. Clearly,

Taiwan, although it ha% a residual political stake in maintaining some
political legitimacy iniAsia, is really interested ,in protecting its
capitalist free trade status over the long term, no matter what happens
with mainland China and no matter what happens to the United States. So

they_have a level of material abundance far superior to what's present on
the mainland, and they see that threAtened by a gradual assimilation
policy. .So these are basically economic conflicts.

Now, also there are very, very sharp and acute political and ideological
competitions that affect the quality'of interdependgnslaiMe see it very
patently right next door in Central America--the right wing government in
El Salvador has neutralized a left-of-center reformist government, and is
now trying to wage an all-out war against a left wing revolutionary

movement, and harnessing the U.S. strategy and U.S. policy to support it
(with significant elements , of the U.S. citizenry and organized lobby

groups rejecting the official U.S. government policy of military aid and
technical assistance and economic aid to a right wing repressive
government). So this is primarily political and ideological

competition. Clearly, if you ask about global interdependence from the
vantage point of a Salvadorian you get a very, very different answer as
to whether it's a verbal smokescreen or a new ethic, or whether it's a
good thing or a bad thing, or how good 16 how bad.

And then the third arena' of conflict-gis not quite so specific or

identifiable as either the competition over 'economit resources or

political-idealogical models for shaping society or the direction of

development. It really is the more pervasive issue of modern technology
and modern modes of problem solving impinging upon societies which still
depend on traditional values and cultures for their sense of identity,

3



* for their integrity, for their sense of respect and meaning and place in
the universe. So there is something very shattering about the inroads
made by modern technology and modern developmental programs and policies
in many countriesl everything from- artificial insemination or
fertilizers. So it's not just an economic vulnerability or dependency
that may be established, but the undermining Of the cultural base for a
whole society, and then that leaves it at sea and almost necessarily
makes it a consumer of cultural imports from the ,United States and is,
easily moved in directions it would not go.

I recall,,in fact this was almost 20 years \ago, I think '62 'or '63, I was
living in northeastern Brazil at the time, and the then president of
Senegal, Leopold Sengore, was receiving an honprary doctorate from the
University of Bailla in northeastern Brazil. Northeastern Brazil is ;he
portion that has about 65%, African population; it's where the sugar
economy with the slave plantation system flourished for about 300 years,
so you have an enormous African influence there demographically,
artistically, culturally, native religions, even ancestor-worship in some
places. So it was sometKing quite natural and congenial .for the
University of Bailla to grant an honorary doctorate to an eminent
political leader from West Africa who was also a poet and a man of
letters, and a man who had created a new sense of African pride, around
his cultural notion of "negritude," the. African personality as it was
called in Nigeria. The theme of his speech-lin '62 'or '63 when he got
that honorary degree in Bailla was very, very interesting--he said, 'We

Africans do not wish to.be mere consumers of civilization.' So what the
development model, what modernity, what advanced industrial societies
with all of their paraphernalia of movies, television, and communications
really stand for i§ a particular pattern of civilization, and because
they have superior technological power, military Ower, political
influence, in fact, thein mode of relating to the outside world is

tantamount to a division of labor that-Says, 'We are the the producers,'
you know, 'of the ideal or the best model of the good life in the modern
society, in the way of harnessing nature through technological mastery,
and basically we are asking you to buy into this model and be consumer&
of civilization.' So Sengore, who was Profoundly aware of the cultural
dimension of social change and transformation, said, 'Well, look, we
repudiate that, because we think we have some wisdoms that of course need
to be challenged by the scientific mentality and ideological _pluralism
and eonditions of rapid change, but we think that there are significant
centrql elements of our African wisdoms that can make a contribution to
the eNerging civilization of 'universality which is in gestation today,
with new patterns of interconnections, at the same time as we ar'b moving
toward some kind of global consciousness and even needing to pressure for
some kind of global goverhance institutions and systems. We can only do
that--we only want :to do that--without sacrificing our specific identity,
our roots in our own past and our present, and we don't view ourselves
'just as consumers of/ somebody else's civilization." And I think,
increasingly, sensitive, enlightened Third World spokespersons are
sharing that view. And`-/Vs interesting because at the same time there
are many equally sensitive and enlightened North Americans or Europeans
who are saying there are'some Orificant qualitative dimensfons missing
in our notion of development.

4 1
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Clearly, the good life is ride'simply 'AN' abundance of goods. We haVe f'
Erich Fromm,. the late ptycholosizt, wtio in many-of his earlier works, and A

in one of hiS' last.book; 'To be or, to have,'°said thit certain--kinds of
wantiNg to have may actually ,aliendte you im as _dehumanizing wo as the 1,

absolute dpprivation Of. esqpntial goo4s, and'sthis is both ak. absolute
question and a rel ative guesfi on. The' fe.rociOuS pursuit of goods may not
onry. lead us to have--a vested interest io a vertical kind of
i nterdependence Aprith bther portions of the wörld; even no in the Witedl

6-W
States we have roughly five or six percent of the tot population that .

consume about35% of the wbrld's resources, andj once don .Johnson said
when he was president, during the Vietnam War, Ahat the problem /is that,ti,

all the poor nations, out there want wha4 we'yd got and we a ip ft gonna 4

ue we just
asking
others

f course
hat will
doesn' t

t is the
ion of a-
rse-and- .

give it to them. Well, how did we get it? flobbdy gave it t
took it. And I think- many Amertcans, are quite corr
themselves, "Are the patterns of our interrelationthips
systematically expl oitati ve , institutionally fhternalistic?'
we have a% stake in making a transition to a new order in a w yr
not so totally destabilize the fragile global community, soci
ledd to a .nuclear catastrophe or totally anarchic disorder, I

difficult Deo-political question about,, how do we translate a v
more horizontal two-oarsmen-rowing-the-boat, instead of the
tidpr conception, and yet make the transition with avoiding nuclear
catastrophe or just a prolifei'ation of destructive anarch4 terroriajc

interdependence andf t he

vi lence or, break down of social orders? you see how redlly central
be ome.t, then, our views on the nature
s ate0 of the transition to achieve a qudlitatively new model of
nterdepeodence.

So you have some of these ironi s, the very same L-ansnational
corporati on s that have, in effect internationalized -productfon and

globalized, if you will, certain consumer aspirations, certain styles of
work, disseminated certain technologies without of course relinquishing
control over them. Al.so, in the very process, arousing and eliciting
acute resistance; reawakening a sense of nationalistic resistance to

encroachments. Let me give an example that aborted a 'few yoars ago but
is very, very revealing of the kind of neg9tiating dynamic s. that is under
the, surface in fairly common kinds of interdependency relationships.
This was, I'd say, perhaps five or si x years ago, Tpe Merican government
had just finished a whole round of discussions with the ,Andean' pact
countries, Venezuela, Colpilbia, Chile, Peru, Bolivia, and Ecuador, and
the Andean pact countries had established a 'common policy to goverethei r
rel ationshi ps wi th corporate i nvestors from the outsi de. Wi thout

enteri ng into a 1 ot of the detai 1 s, the basic clauses were that they set
percentage limits to the amount of profits they could send out of the
country. They set cettain targets about how these corporations present
there would have to train local personnel for top managerial and

technical decisions over a certain period of time-'-three years, five
years, seven years--the i ndi geni zati on of the manageri al cadre,s, i f you

will--and they were starting to move in another direction of saying,
'Well, look, we would also like to achieve greater technological autonomy
over the process of creating technology for industrial purposes, products
and servi ce s. ' And it's interesti ng , they were basi ng themsel ve s oo

studi es conducted bry the UN group of emi nett persons studyi ng

transnational c orporati on s a few years earl ier that had come up wi th

(
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statistics showing that aboUlt 96-97% of alijndustrial, technological R&D
(rseSrch and'development) is conducted in laboratories either located in
rich, industrial countries, or located elsewhere but owned and controlled
by them; So you Can see, the Andean pact countries were very conscious,
as were India And Mexico, of the qotion that you can forever remain
dependent if you always have to bby the product of somebody else's
technology. r They are constantly creaUng the technology, with their
research and development laboratories, and you may. buy their
technological products or even pay royalties to be able to share in their
'technological processes and even hire the services of technological
managers or experts, but until you develop your own research and
deve4opment laboratories, you really have not acquired the capacity to
create new technology, and technology is, of all the resources', the one
that provides the most advantageous competitive edge, in production and
selling.

So it was very important for them to reduce their technological
dependendy, you see, so they had negotiated jointly. They didn't have
enough clout to negotiate it alone, but they had pooledetheir strength,
and gotten some quite significant concessions from corporate investors
about little 'by little establishing some.R&D technology capabilities
within the countries, and training their people eventually and
transferring control. So the Mexican government had just been,involved
in consultations with the Andean pact countries, so this was uppermott in
their thinking, and they were giving some thought to,perhaps joining the
Andean pact. A second thing is that in UN circles or world bank circles,
international development arenas, organizations for economic cooperation
and development, it was very much in the air to consider the basic human
needs., strateg,y. There were then some evaluations of the failure 'of
growth models to improve the situation f the poorest masses in the
world, and create jobs, so it was in the aft amongst development
specialists to say, 'Look, we have to redireci dur development planning
and development policy- either within countries or internationally
resource transfers across national borders to target meeting the 'basic
human needs of the poorest masses as a high priority.' A direct
objective, rather than think it'is going to come about from a trickle-down
byproduct or side effect of growth'and investment.

So, very constiouS of these two normative,themes of development,.you see,
reduced technological dependency and satisfying the basic needs of th
mas's of the poor, the Mexican government responded in a,rather startling
way._to a routine request frm Nabisco corporation, a U.S. bas
,Corporation'about 50% of whose operations are outside the country, and I

think about one half of these foreign operations are in Third World
countries: ,They already had three plants in different Mexican cities
proAlcing the whole range 0 their products, from cornflakes to Ritz
cAokirs, to 'candy bars and shreddeewheat and all that kindcif stuff,
And they had made a market study and decided that they, could 14ave----a

'profitable operation in a fourth Mexican city. As I say, they had good
relationships with Mexico, a good partnership. They applied for a
routine induttrial license to invest.- The Mexican government denied it
a d.said, 'We'll make you a counter-proposal. The counter-proposal iS,
n't create a factory to produce your regular stuff, but use your food



technology to develop a new protein-enriched cracker, which you W111 then
mass-produce at a site we will determine,' tI think it was near Oaxaca,
which is one of the most food-deficient places, densely populated places,
...you will make this no-frills, no fancy advertising, no fancy

packaging,,you will sell it at about a 1% profit, just barely above cost,
distribute it and market it locally on a mass scale, in order to make a
contribution to basic human.needs, nutritional needs of very, very poor
people without a lot of buying power. lIn additiinn to that, you will set
up on the site a food technology proteft-enrichment small laboratory, and
train Mexicans and commit yourself contractually to transfer ownership
and control over,' I think it was, 'seve years.' So this was a
deliberate effort to start switching from a more vertical kind of
dinferdependence between two institutional partners, to one that was INT*
horizontal and that more directly contributed to some of the

0
developmental needs of the host-countrY.

The interesting thing is that Mexico said, 'Look, we know you're not a
philanthropic organization, that you're in business here to make money.
We know that you have to maks a profit, solwhat we will therefore do is
authorize you to increase your prices for your other productt, so that
means that it's basically middle and upper classes in Mexico City and
Monterey andmpuadalajara, the other countries, that buy your fig newtons
and your Rit crackers and everything, so theY're go*ng to have to pay
10-15% more, and that's- the trade-off for you to devote some of your
technological skills and some of your investment and managerial plan in a
food deficient place, so that the, cumulative bottom-line for your
operations in Mexico will be just as profitable and advantageous to you.'

The intdesting thing is that the Nabisco hierarchy spent four to six
months arguing about whether to say yes or no, and it was pretty much
split down the middle, and I think this sort of gets to the heart of the
interdependency problem. One group said, 'Look, we ought to do it
because the bottom line...the only difference is that we're going tO have
to wait a year or two to start making profit because there'll be a longer
lead time to develop this kind of thing that isn't an existing product.
But over the ldng haul, the profits will be just as great, it will be a

fantastic PR bonahza, we will then be able to say, You see, we are in the
business of meeting the basic human needs of a poor Third World country,
we have established a horizontal partnership, we are not an exploitive
multinational corporate scapegoot or monster, etc., etc., etc.'. But they
lost--these good guys lost. Arld,what went out was, the other group of
corporation Managers said, 'Look, this is all very true, it4wou1d not bef
any problem in Mexico because Mexicans are, quote, pro-American,
reasonable, moderate, pragmatic, all these nice American adjectives, but
once the precedent is set for shifting the locus of control about what we'
produce and forhom and from where inside the corporation to outside,
Ihis sets a precetelt that we won't be able to channel where it goes. So
suppose somebody in Indonesia, orkAlgeria, starts picking.this up, and
then the precedent is set for a traWer of power, so I really think that
even in arenas of economic interdependence, of cultural interdependence,
underneath there is always a fundamental issue of the locus of control,
and a' transfer of power.'

f
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SO that's why there is such antagonism, you- see, rfturning to the larger
geo-political arenas, there's such mutual suspicion and distrust beteen
the champions of the new international konomic .arder, which is just a
'code word for new circulation systems, new ground rules governing the

4. exchange of the circulation of power, resources, influence and
negotiattng strategy and the basic human needs. In all of these issues
you ,have your triangle--your diagnosis, your values, . and your
policies--so, how do you diagnose what is wrong and why it's wrong, and
the values at stake here are equity and parity, and this has to be
translated into policy, the way the Mexican government translated its
value of greater technological independence or reciprocity of
interdependence, and took the particular contract package. So the real
issue is the plea, the instituttanal systematic plea, to rearrange the
ground rules governing the international for exchange in ways that will
establish greater mutuality and parity of negotiating power amongst
governments, amongst states, so that you will not have beggar states, or
donor states and recipient states, if you will. That's why there are a
lot of pleas to render so-called development' aid, financial aid,
automatic. The automaticitY of resource transfer becomes then a
requirement of greater social justice and distribution,of resources,
particularly essential resources such as food and fuel and b sic needs
kinds of things.

The basic needs Ftrategists concentrate primarily on justtce(aj4 equity
inside the country,,so that it's not just a transfer of resources and
power to governments, but some kind of package deal to assure that these
resources get down to the needy masses and don't get creamed off by the
privileged classes, the bureaucrats, or the politicians .1Thfrd World
cbuntries. So, you see how difficult it is to break throughbecause by
and large, Third World people view advocacy of basic human needs as a
well-meaning, liberal kind of program within the U.S. and Eu00,to avoid
having to transfer power to their governments. Arid' in turn,
critically-minded U.S. and European people who say, well there might be
some justice in the demands of (NIEW people to have more mutuality ahd
reciprocity of power at the state level, but ultimately is that any good
unless these resources get to the masses of their populations who really
needlthk, and isn'-t all ripped off by the Stroessners in Paraguay or the
Stroessriers Marcos' in the Phillipines? So, we have a log-jam here which
creates one of the most fundamental issues, which I call the Matthew
Arnold syndrome, because in 1855 the poet Matthew Arnold, as he was
musing on the waning glories of his beloved Victorian England, saw his
country, as he put it, wandering between two worlds, one dead, the other
powerless to be born. So that is the problem in terms of devising
specific, practical strategies that ultimately alter and change the
quality of our interrelationships, from an exploitive, more vertical,
horse-and-rider kind of interdependence, to the more mutual, horizontal
one, in which we can all acquire a stake in the kind of transition
without these destabilizing tragedies and yet without maintaining the
paternalistic vertical thing.
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GLOBAL INTERDEPENDENCE: EDUCATION'S ROLE
A FORUM WITH DENIS GOULET

Thursday, October 27, 1982 10:00 A.M.

Facilitator: Dr. Ernst Gohlert, Director of the Spokane Consortium for
International Studies, Professor of Government, Eastern
Washington University

The discussion focused on three related questions:
9

1. How do we change our educational molds with reference to the
needs of global education?

2. What is wrong with existing development strategies?

3. How can we improve thelquality of interdependence?

Discussion on each question brought out the following points..

The Need for Change in Education

The educational needs creat d by global interdependence are far from
being met in the United °St tes or elsewhere. The problems exist at
.different levels.

Generally, U.S. education is xsorly equipped to impart to students the
knowledge and understanding required in aQ increasingly interdependent
global,environment.

At another level, but equally important, the large number of
international students who live and study in the United States, are, as a
rule, accepted into the educational system with little regard to their
particular academic needs; i.e., tile kind of preparation they need upon
returning to their countries. Few universities consciously examine their
curricula with the needs,of international students in mind.

Aside from curicula and related concerns, there is the additional problem
ofilow to reduce the brain-drain for developing societies, specifically
how to assure that international students will permanently return too
their home countries. Methods'used by Third World nations to husband
their human resources include contractual, legal and financial
arrangements. More recently, some African countries have begun to train
personnel as "global strategists" (e.g., the Pan-African Institute) and,
as experts on internal African development models and appropOiate
technology.

In short, the educational needs of developing countries* are no longer
entirely at the mercy of the industrialized powers. However, them, are
also several institutes in Europe (Sussex, Geneva and the Hague)which
train their students explicitly with an eye to development needs.



The conclusion reached was this: We need to open up the entire education
system, in order to make it less vertical in nature and to permit it to
induce change in our own systems as well.as in those of others. ,

Development Strategies

Exfsting strategies of development suffer from ethnocentrism and
fundamentally flawed assumptions. The various western-sponsored
development models failed not because they are static in the
implementation stages; rather, they do not succeedobecause they derive

"0.

from intrinsically flawed premises.

This raises fundamental questions about the nature of society and the
good life. Daniel Bell speaks of the "disjunction of realms"--economic,
political and culturaleach governed by its own ground rules, leading in
opposite directions. The result is a dissolution not only of the
substance but also of the procedural consensus within smiety. We are
simply muddling through. We are-between two worlds, one dead and the
other powerless to be born.

New development strategies--more flexible and more
0

diverse
approaches--have to be found.

Quality of Interdependence

While interdependence is a fact, the
is subject to question and change.

precise nature of the relationship
, g

As it stands, interdependence is highly unequal and injust. It is, by
way of analogy, more in the nature of rider and horse,.than a team rowing
a boat.

To improve the quality of interdependence, education has a pivotal role
to perform, which entails a growing understanding of the value of
cultural pluralism, empathy and a reappraisal of modernity.

The extent to which education is successful in meeting the needs of
global interdependence and development is important; therefore, the
stakes are extremely high for the developed societies. Ironically, it is
precisely countries like the United States, which block the necessary
changes, by their unwillingness to change themselves.



PRIOR LEARNING EXPERIENCE (PLO PROGRAMS:
QUALITY ISSUES AND ANSWERs

Thursday, October 28, 1982 10:00 A.W.

Presenters: Joan S. Malling, Director, Prior Learning Experience
Program; Director, Management Information System

Jeff R. ,Sweeney, Instructor, Prior Learning Experiente.
Program, Marylhurst College for Lifelong Learning,
Marylhurst, Oregon

J,

OBJECTIVES:

1. To .defirie quality assurance in context of credit for prior
learning programs.

,2. To describe general distinctions among programs at 2-year,
4-year, state and/or private institutions.

3. To involve narticipants in raising academic and administrative
issues relating to three phases of prior, learning experience
programs: PLE admissions activities including assessment,
portfolio development workshop, evaluation of portfolios.

'4. To discuss as a group various approaches towards resolution of
issues in context of quality assurance.

5. 'RI' present ideas for future approaches to quality assurance in
PLE programs.

CONTENT:

The workshop began with a presentation on quality assurance. The point
was made that the standards used in determining-quality in PLE Programs
should not differ significantly from criteria used for any learning
situation. These criteria were stated to be: a) that learning be at
college level, b) that programs be congruent with the mission of the
institution and with _other degree related programs within the
institution, and c) that standards for evaluation of credit be sound and
consistent with institutional standards.

A general description of credit for prior learning programs and
definition of three possible phases of PLE 0.programs followed.
Participants were then asked to raise issues of concern. The issues that
were raised were discussed within the context of the 'previous definition
of quality assurance. Issues revolving around the admission phase were:

Who should/should not be in PLE?
How is pre-assessment process handled?
How are students attracted to PLE?
Who in the institution is involved in the pre-assessment process?

11



Discussion of portfolio development workshops invofted questions such as:

How and what kind of assistance is provided students?
What learning is suitable for college credit at a specific

institution?
How does a student substantiate his/her learning?
What level of performance is demanded in both the expression of

learning and the learning itself?
What is the value of structured procedures, e.g., models,
deadlines, etc.?

The evaluation phase dealt with:

- Who is involved?
- What standards are applied and how are standards controlled?
- How is a student's credit integrated into his/her degree program?
- Who,awards the credit?
- What areithe implications of transcripting procedures?

The participants represented a variety of institutions, and as a result°
issues were discussed from several perspectives. Materials used in the
PLE Program at Marylhurst College were distributed for use° in the
discussion.

The workshop closed with a presentation on future directions. Raising
and clarifying standards, and cost effectiveness were described as areas
in which various groups or irptitutiOns were involved. The Management

4. Information System program at Marylhurst College and its relationship to
future directiOns in non-,traditional environments was briefly describpd.

,
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THE WORK ETHIC: YESTERDAY AND TODAY

Thursday, October 27, 1982 10:00 A.M.

Presenter: Dennis Peters, Instructor in Humanities, Shoreline .

Community College

OBJECTIVES:

1. To examine the sirepgth of the Work Ethic in American Life.

2. To suggest benefits to educators, students and employers from a

detailed study.of the Work Ethic.

3. To examine the sources of the Work Ethic.

4. To examine the role of the Work Ethic in shaping the self esteem
of American workers.

5. To study historical and contemporary value systems which view
work differently from America.

6. To'propose institutional and personal benefits from a reflection
on the changing nature of Work in America and ways in which the
American Work Ethicpust adapt to.that change.

CONTENT:

Professor (ters began with a suggestion borrowed from Barry Commoner's
dictum about the environment, "Everything goes somewhere." In the realm
of ideas, no idea ever truly disappears though it often undergoes
transformations which effectively disguise it, but never bchange it
completely. Such would seem to be the progress of that collection of
attitudes in the American consciousness known as the Work Ethic.

Professor Peters examined with .the audience the striking Ways in which
Americans regard work not simply as a necessity, a means of supporting
oneself but rather an infallible measure of personal worth and morality.
Almost uniquely, Americans believe that people who work are better than
people who do not work. Those who work hard are better than those who
simply put in time. The longer and harder one works the more valuable
one becomes. To Americans these attitudes are not an "ethic." They are
the proper and natural response to the activity required of a responsible
adult.

The inflexibility with which AmeriCans judge themselves and others by
this stern code is not surprising in the ltght of.its history. Professor
Peters reviewed the thesis of Max Weber about the rise of capitalism from
the Calvinist theory of predestination and the signs by which one might
plausibly speculate that one had been justified. The Vfgorous work and
financial success of the virtuous middle class merchants was such a sign.

13



This value system came to America with the Puritan colonists where it
energized the building of a young country. The intense concentration on
work revealed leisure as frivolous and dangerous. This belief was the
natural ally of the ancient platonic misgivings about the efficacy of
poetry and imaginative literature, neither of which satisfied the
American thirst for practicality and results.

The objection frequently rises that with the death of Puritan theology,
surely their work ethic would perish as well. But it is a truism in
social science that a value can be transvalued.. A religious conviction
can be transformed into a secular practice and go on powerfully
compelling new generations to action, oblivious of the source of their
compulsion. From the Puritans, America has inherited a passion for
vigorous, unremitting toil, and scorn for those who do not share this
belief.

Americans absorb these values early. Measurements have found that
kindergarten children have already absbrbed the work ethic. Not only
that, but they have very strong convictions about gender roles
appropriate to various kinds of work. They believe that there is men's
work and women's work. Like most Americans they have little use for
"lazy" people and they prize doing more highly than thinking. But
educators and employers need to khowhow deeply they themselies reinforce
and perpetuate the work ethic.

Our school systems :have as the stated and almost exclusive goal the
training of youngsters who will be skilled and energetic workers.
Employers too often restrict their interest in workers to the results
which they produce and not the toll taken on them by the'conditions under
which they toil. Worker themselves fail to understand how their own
mental health threatened by the fact that they have internalized a
centuries-old value system, one perhaps badly in need of rethinking. One
thinks, for example, of 'millions of currently unemployed who
subconscious* blame themselves for being out of work. In the United
States to a large extent we are what we do, and so, as John Coleman has
observed, jt follows that to do nothing is to be nothing. The dislike
that many have felt for the unemployed has now tUFned inward in what one
can describe as an epidemic of self-contempt.

College eduators need to know that their students almost universally
think of themselves first and most emphatically as workers ou potential
workers. Thep have learned that it is from work that they derive not
only their value as persons but their 'very identitya The women4s
movement is a powerful reminder that women have recognized that only hy
becoming workers will they ever really establish themselves as worthy of
respect in their own eyes and ,in the eyes of their society.
Consequently, male and female students sit in our classes with strong
though often unspoken expectations.. They want to see how each class will
prepare them for a job. Educators muft see this as' a quest for identity
as All as a paycheck. This student demand has strained the traditional
core curriculum and forced it to justify itself. The academic community
has otten responded to this pressure by lashing out at what they describe

14



as rampant vocationalism. Taxpayer groups and state legislatures have
added to the pressure on colleges to expand vocational offerings and to
diminish the broadly based humanistic education which traditionally has
.been the essence of a higher education.

Professor Peters 'argued that the study of the history of the American
Work Ethic might shed light on this controversy and might point a way
toward accommodation. This will require that all students, vocational
and academic, spend some time discovering how wedded they are to the work
ethic. They will begin to see that their family values, the impact of
popular entertainment, media coverage and most especially the schools all
combine to equip Americans with an almost mystical belief in the power
and efficacy of work. It is a belief that other cultures find both comic
and exasperating. By expanding the'study of the American Work Ethic to
include a study of other cultures' attitudes to work, Americans can learn
rationally to, appreciate the benefits of our system and perhaps to
extricate themselves from an addiction which often severely limits our
understdnding of what it means to be human.

15
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QUALITY CIRCLES AND PRODUCTIVITY

Thursday, October 28, 1982 10:00 A.M.

Presenter: Casey Fast, Director, Productivity Center
Lane Community College

OBJECTIVES:

1. To discuss the history of the QC movement in business and
industry.

2. To examine the LCC QC program.

3. To' provide "hands-on" experience in some of the QC techniques.

4. To suggest the pros and cons of establishing a QC program in an
educational institution.

CONTENT:

Shortly after Worla War II, the Japanese began to study successful
business/industey models in other countries, hoping to rebuild. Japan as
the "Switzerland of the East." The combination of their strong'cultural
emphasis on teamwork and statistical quality control led to,formation of
their Quality,Control Circles. These are now attributed to be the main
force behind Japan's leadership in productivity improvement.

QC techniques were firit intrqduced into the U.S. at Lockheed's Sunnyvale
plant in 1974, and Lane Community College began its circle program in
September 1981. LCC currently has a spering committee, eleven circles
or teams, and a management training program. These have focused on a

variety of topics. The Welding Faculty Circle improved processes in its
tool and supply room. The Nursing Faculty Circle studied its heavy
schedule of meetings on Monday and consolidated or eliminaied maoy,
resulting in freeing considerable time. Many other examples of LCC QC
activities exist.

,o

QC's are small groups of employees from a common work area which use
foemal techniques to solve ongoing problems of their work situation for
management and themselves. The techniques include Structured

Braihstorming, Pareto Analysis, Cause-Effect Diagrams, Process Flow
Diagrams, Situation-Target-Proposal Involvement, Data Collection, and

Management Presentations. Participants actually did a Cause-Effect

Diagram on the problem: Administrators sometimes resist QC programs.

The pros and cons of QC's are numerous. They move some of the decision
-making from manager4 to staff. Consequently, staff- are mall more

agreeahle to implementation of decisions, but managers lose some

control. QC's tend to move very slowly and participants must be .

comfortable with ambiguity. QC's°.do not solove large institutional

problems. QC's focus on "people building" and do improve productivity if
given ti
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References: 1. Quality Circle Output, Facts for LCC Quality Circle
A Members

2. "If it Worked in WWII," reprint fhom Eugene
Register-Guard

3. Ideas for a Better Way, Quality Circles & Vertqams

4. "Quality Circle" reprint from San Francisco Sunday,
Examiner & Chronicle

5. "The Verteam" reprint from Training and Development
Journal

6. "Quality Circles: Making Sghools Productive" reprint
from Voc Ed 57:4
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Any conference will prove sucte sfUl if it provides one or more
of the folloWing;

- introduction of new ideas;
- opportunities to develop new skills;
- opportunities to create solutions to existing issues;
- reorganization of.concepts into new juxtapositions; and among

many others
- newpeople contacts.

This one has succeeded on several counts, but for-me most
notabfy in the areas of new ideas, new relationships and new
contacts. Two major speakers were outstandidg: Goulet "for his
visions, auriosity, brightness and desire to teach; and Lintner
forbhis basic, 'Sound examples of-what education and industry can
do when barrier begin to come down.

Jim Beaird
Prdsident
Western Oregon State College
Monmouth, Oregon
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DONALD LEV.,

DEAN, SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
PORTLAND STATE. URIVERSITY

Thursday, October 28, 1982 1:00 P.M.

Introduced by: Dr. Patricia astice, 'Dean, of Inttruction, Fort

Steilacoom Community College

OUR CHANGING WORLDNEW CURRICULUMS AND NEW DELIVERY1,SYSTEMS

Had a hernia operation a few days ago, and the directions were, 'Don4t
cli'mb stairs,' so I came here and Otnt p the stairs, and then-they plied

A

me with coffee, and 'Where's the men's room?' nowl.come up here and
climbed stairs...I'm liable to b&Utting it ali hang out, without trying
to. Thanks, Pat, I'll get even *youlater.

f '

What we're dealing with is treative Respipses to Changing Realities, and
what I'm dealing.with is a timeline of 35 minutes,' so I m going to deal
with that a little Creatively.

What I'd like to do is, instead df a so-called speecti see if wa could
move,off of the left brain and move towards the right brain. As you
know, some of us, particularly the malessi are limited in our right brain
eapacities; we're more left-brained, we tend to' memorize and ploW aheae°
in-a straight line. The women tod to be more creative and reliant upon
assimilation of the right brain, °MI what 1'd like to ask you 'men, if you
can, ts to atttmpt to get into the'right brain mope.and attempt to think
creatively with me as I have a think-along with you. It's not a speech,
and by.the way, knowing this group, not seeking consensus, nor do I
intend to get it; this is not the gospel according to St. Luke, it's an
attempt to better understand pr to pakially understand or to be able to
predict more accurately what is going to be happening to 'us in our
educational profession and in our personal lives in the tomediate years
ahead. In the old-days when I made lqpg range studies, we used to say
long range plans were for 20-30 years; now a long range plan is 3-5
years, perhaps. This, is, then, a dialogue.-..I've started out with seven
ideas that I thought werg changing our.educational world, and that's a
one-hour presentation, sb we're now down to four or f ve.

These ideas not only are changing our world, but changing your life, my
life, our lives. The firstinality of creative change xis the changing
world( itself. I want to spend just a few bribf minutes on some of the
major inputs that I think are directly impacting you and I in education.

Spcondly, I want to turn to the effective' schools researeh, not to

.
revisit the effective schools research, but to attempt to go beyond it in
what. it says. We all, now know what effective schools are, 141t we really'
don't know how they're achieved', and I Want to do a little bit on the.
how. The third idea that I'd like to think with you is what I call the
political Curriculumthe emerging politital curricutumbecauso I see .

the curriculum emOging teday as not a,rational curriculum, not based,



upon research Or develoRment or knowledge, but basically a
)13

olitical
curriculum, and I'm pot concerned about it, but if I view it in that wAY
I can understand and predict am! 'behave appOpriately. Then I want to
deal a little bitwith some new.forms of schooling and education, which
is my 'fourth idea, and if time permits, well_deal with the fifth.idea,
that, if all of those changes ire taking placr'many of us are finding it
physicolly anepsychologically impossible to survive, succeed, within all
of these changes and all these constraints and all this trauma, so I want
to deal 'a,little bit witli'llurvival skills, and that'i my fifth idea. So
that's what I'm going to attempt to do in this presentatfbn, and by the
way, if you want to,climb those stairs, you now know there are five
parts, and each will,be about tea minutes, and you can cut out of Part
One, or Part Two, or Part Three. I've had audiences leave durim
different-parts and there's no Problem with that.

I'm now starting Pert One, and art One has the idea of a rapidly
changing world, the thanging realit of a rapidly changing world. 44e all

t -P

are aware that we're having around this world an increasing .number of
wars and revolutOns and starving and c ime and violence and tremendous

.value differences and a lot of t chnological change, a, rise in
expectations .and limited natural--res urcet, and incidentally, when,you
study;the critical natural resources 'you find that ones most critical to

"the United Statds in our development are located in Russia and in South
Africa, which,has implications for where we're going. We know about the
untertainty pf the President, of the speed of the change. Back mi the
good old days it took 50 years for a. significant change to be dif used
throUgh 75% ,tof the curriculum in the public schools. Now, one
legislative action can change it in 15 minutes, ond does. So the speed
has changed.

I see twelve major revolutioni happening in these United States, and I'd
like to point out to you that in my judgment; we're the oldest modern
nation in the world. We're the first nation that went through
modernization, we're the first nation vitio began in technology, so we are
now the oldest modern,nation in the world, and we're undergoing twelve
revolutions simultaneously:, In the old days we used to get one
ocoasionally. Of the revolutions that have implications for you and 1,
as I see them,.the first is what Icall the post-industrial technological
revolution, which we're going to deal with in greater degree, and you
have, in your other programs. For example, in.our family, we speak
seventeen languages, I can stumble along in Chinese and Spanish, and one
son speaks Russian and Marshalese and a little German, and the kids speak
twelve computer laiguages. And their parents,don't understand, and the
parents now are trying-to learn from the children, which is a reversal of
the teaching/learning mode. Yod in. the public sector are findinvkids

'coming -into your public schools 'who are far more- sophisticated in
computers and teanology and computer information than the teachers are,
and the teachers are far more sophisticated than the .Portland State
School of Education wtich is supposed to be training the teachers, and so
we have this reversal ,of knowledge. So we have this post7industrial
technological revolution:
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The secong One is the economic revolution which we'repst beginning to
understand. We now know that the Reagan economic theory isn't
working--that's a divine revelation. We're now beginning to get some r
sophisticated knowledge that neither did the Keynesian, theory of
economics work. But, for example, let me give you some of thb new
knowledge that's come out from the research and development and economic
revolution.. For every one billion dollars in military expenditures, as
compared to .prutting a billion dollars into human service developmental
type of activities, there's a loss of 18,000 jobs. The $154 billion
defense budget equates to 1,500,000 less jobs if we could safely (and I'm
not suggesting we do) spend that in development activities. And we're
moving towards a trillion dollar military budget, and what are its
economic implications? And' what is my point? That the economic
revolution, that the economic ,facts, have to be totally reconsidered.
We're moving towards_a democratic revolution where everybody insists oh
being involved intimately in every decision, without the willingness to
commit themselves to study the problem.. And that has all kinds of
'mplications fon our educational system. We're moving to an urban/rural
revolutign. I was speOing in Portland yesterday-or the day before. Our

,daughter, who is a hill-person living up on the mountain, comes down out
of the hills to see her dad occasionally. Tile others are in urban
centers, and they move back and, forth, all over the United States and
world. We're moping into a cross-ethnic revolution, as you well know; by
the year 2000, and I think by 1990, the latest data show that in the

state of California, the minority will be the majority, and with all this
uncertainty and change, every time we have uncertainty" and change, we
have a greater influx and a greater -flow of populations of ethnic
groups.i I think it happens to be a rebirth--I think it's a bloodstream
coming into our system, but with traumatic results. We're having an
educational revolution which we'll deal with later; we're having a

materialistic revolution. I Was raised that you went to school, you
graduated, you got married, you moved to the suburbs, you worked till you
were 65 or 70, retired, you died, and you got your reward in heaven, and
that you should wait until then to really get your reward.

materialistic, credit card, 'I want t now,' no delayed rewards, and we
Somehow this generation is not exaltly buying that. We're into the

are saying to them, 'You study hard, study long, and behave yourself, and
get through schogl, and you'll get your reward at some later date.' But
tht worldwide change has all kinds of implications in our educational
system. We have a youth revolution. I've had the fun of working all
over the world on educational planning and development. When I was in
Nicaragua, just before the revolution, and I was out working in the rural
areas, the revolutionaries were 13, 14, and 15 years of age. In Thailand
the same way, so that the revolutionary movement is a movement of the
youth. That's not bad enough; our tenth revolution, which I callthe
senior citizen revolution, where the dominant political force in the

immediate years ahead, if not today, both in terms of numbers and in
terms of voting records, is our senior citizens. And yet our educational
programs are largely geared as if there was not a senior citizen
population.

6
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If that's not enough, our elexenth revolution, what I call the sexist
revolution, is .where the women have not only discovered that they're
equal, but they've also discovered that In many ways they are superior,
and I find this extremely threatening. I not only have to deal with it
at work. In the old days I used to send out directives to the faculty.
The faculty were primarily women. . And you know, they followed those
directives. They read them and followed them. When I was Deputy State
Superintendent in Michigan I used to send out memorandums to thestaff,0
and they followed them, generally speaking. Now at Portland State,.I
send out 'suggestions for your possible consideration.' And I'll be
lucky if I get 10% reading it. We are haying'a sexist revolution, and it
has deep and I think exciting possibilities and prdbabilities andocauses
in the educational scene. I do superintendent searches around the,United
States, for example; and we still are not at the stage yet where we have
adequately skilled and trained women as superintendents. But if you go
in our classrooms at Portland State, or Washington State, or Oregon
State, or wherever, over 55% of our graduate students in educational
leadership are women.

We're also having our twelfth revolution, which is what I call the
religious revolution. There are over 44 million Americans who are either
born-again Christians, or who are finding the way to sustain themselves
under all of these revolutions and this trauma and this change, is a
basically religious belief or heritage or religious backgrbund, and so
we're having twelve revolUtions all at the same time, all haying direct
and immediate implications for our public schools. I have now finished
Part One, The Trauma of Change. ,

I am now starting Part Two, which is wha I call, 'Beyond Effective
Schools.' Could I have that first slide up there? Now what I've done
here is oversimplified, and one of your colleagues at Northwest Lab and I
have had the fun over the last three or four months of working with the
school board associations and school administrators on trying to simplifY
effective schools research. As you wfll know, the Northwest Lab has gone
further than any other organization in the United States in implementing
this research in their Alaskan and other projects. But I want to take a
look at effective schools research--in terms of some psychological,
philosophical issues that go beyond the chart. You can see, for example,
that if you boil it all down, they're saying that, hey, one of the most
exciting concepts is that there are some schools that are much better
than other schools when there is no difference in expenditures, and'how
do we explain those schools that are superior and yet do not have
superior resources?

Many of them are located in the inner city, are all black, 01 low
income, but many of them are located in suburbs and high income. And how
do we explain that? I had fun at Michigan State going around the United
States trying to look for these effective schools some years ago, so what
the research boiled down to, in general and overstmplified, is that the
school had an unusual amount of community support, it had an order and
discipline about 'it, it had a pervasive caring attitude, it had high
expectations for the students, it had clear academic goals, it had
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rewards and incentives, and it had teacher effectiveness or efficacy,
whichever term.you want to use, and that was commonly present in almost
all of the effective schools. When you turned over on the instruction
side, you found out that those effective schools paired with ineffective
schools or less effecttive schools had freqltent and monitored homework,
they had frequent monitoring of student progress, they had opportunities
for student responsibility, they had high academic learning time, their
time,was on tasks which were critically important. There wasn't,a single
teaching strategy; they had a variety of teaching strategies, they had a-
tightly planned and coupled turriculum, and they had the teacher
ownership. So we found those things, those.rather obvious things. But I
want to move beyond that. They also found, over in the left hand corner,,
the principal (I call that the leAning administrator) was the key to
effective schools; the manager, the educational leader was the key. But
let's go beyond that. They also found that the parent had vbelief in, a
support of and participation in the school, in the top part of the
triangle, and they found that the teacher, the learning instructor, had a'
lot of ownership and pride and so on.

alloW let's go beyond that. What else are they finding? Well, first, they
found that the central office plays a quite different role. I'm working
for example in Fort Worth, Texas now, a variation of Lansing, Michigan,
where there were a lot of learning gains, an exhorbitant amount of'

learning gains, And when I was working in Chicago Public Schools and
Lansing, how could they bring about such extensive learning gains? Well,
they found that one of the keys was the central office staff,
oversimplified; changing their whole role perception. They became a

support base rather thava control base. The boards had clear goals and
objectives and timelines, but you did not have that huge bureaucracy. I

was thinking, when I was working in Chicago, to get a change in Chicago
you've got to move all, the way through the_huraucracy, and by the time
you got down to the teacher jn the trenches nothing was made available or
made a significant, difference to her or him. So the central office
support base was changed both In attitude and belief and in activities.
More important than that, you found a relationship between the learning
administrator, the principal, the leader, and the teacher that was warm,
cordial, trusting, mutually supportive and mutually believing in each
other. So I take that composition with Bob Bill's research and some of
the other things that we were doing on effective schools, and I put that
into what I call the 'plus relationship.' Let me try to explain what I
mean by this, oversimplified and forgive me for oversimplifying because
of time. Those schools we went to, the effective schools, were so

self-evident; the principal had a strong self-concept, strong belief in
himself or herself as an outstanding educational leader. But that
principal also had a strong belief in the teaching staff, their quality,
their ability, their potentiality. High self-concept, high concept
towards the worth, the dignity, the abilities of others. And we found
that in every case.

Now the opposite of that would be people, like myself, who some would say
were 'plus' towards themselves and 'minus' towards others. I have met
superintendents who have been in seven ditstricts in twelve years and they

have never had a good board of education, have ,never had a good
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community, have never had a good management team, have never had a good
teaching staff; and they've inherited these messes. Plus, minus. We
have never found an effective school in a plus-minus sttuation. Then we
went into the cult . of democracy, what should we do todey, children?
Minus,-plus. I don't know, but somebody else does. And I'm suggesting
to you that in our movement towards effective schools that the plus
relationship is extremely important, extremely critical. Now there are
obviously other fattors...but, now we went down the trait.analysis; we
started studying traits of effective educational leaders and so on and so
forth, and millions of dollars were spent in research and development on
trait analysis aqd it led nowhere, because I had concluded, for example,
that the outstanding school principal was (1) white, (2) male, (3) a

former coach, protestant, Swiss (I happen to be Swiss), and, by the wey,
if we look around, anost of the successful principals were, because there
weren't any others. Unfortunately, all of that research went out the
window when I found the best principal emong the most effective schools
in America. She ruined the whole research--was fat, black, and
Catholic. I've never forgiven that woman. I ruined Willions ofdollars
of effective schools research. My point is, you can know all the traits
in the world, and it won't Wake a tiddledy-daMn, but you can go at some
of these factors, some of the psychological/philosophical factors, and
you can explain and predict effective schools. End of Part Two.

I am now starting Tart Three, or idea three, which is the Political
Curriculum. I know this is going to be, a major taskz-can you go from one.
to two? That's a plus/minus statement. Sure you can go from one to
two. I want to have a little fun withthisthey've got me'glued here,
because apparently they're taping thls, so I'd like to go down and move
around, but,let me lioint things out,on the 'screen and I want you to think
with me. I've tried to conceptualize the political curriculum in this
visual. The insides are the relatively simple things, and tt becomes
more difficult, and I think more important as you move to the outer parts
of the triangles. 'We are big in the basic skills, in the existing basic
skills curriculum. By the wey, there's no argument about the importance
of learning to read and write, and learning arithmetic, which is quite a
bit different than learning mathematics; I have no argument about it. It

is a basic necessity for survival in today's society and in our schools.
But many of the basic skills people are,forgetting the purpoie bf basNc
skills. The purpose of:basic skills as you move out on that triangle is
communication, and communication means listening, hearing, understanding,
empathizing, and we're forgetting about the basic purpose of Vie ,basic
skills, and we're forgetting about the total curriculum.

Now, if I wanted to prove to our board of education, and we've done this,
that we're making tremendous progress in our Achools, all I need to do is
to'move the reading program and the arithmetic program to the morning.
GiVe them a good, solididose of about an hour And a half of each in the
morning, when the little buggers are fresh, and put my inservice money
into the basic skills, and whoa, we go right off the chart in academic
gain, and we can point with greet pride to what we're doing. And I would
suggest to you there's a little bit of hypecriAy in that. And 'tbat's why

I'm saying that's the political curriculum, becase we do' get supPort if
we focus on it. I'm suggesting to you, in this world of rapid and
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traumatic change, that somehow that is not enough. Let me go down to the
social siUdies. For example, while we've focused on the basic skills,
social studies have been pretty much on the back burner--the behavioral
sciences, civics, which has to do with law, order, including justice and
behavior--all of those should be leading toward thes goal of self-
understanding, s lf-worth, self-discipline, self-actualization and the
highest level of self-educating. *We're not able to Jneasure those too
well on our exist ng test scores, and we're rather losing, or ignoring,
that purpose in that part of the political curriculum.

Let me move over to the top part of the triangle, and by the way, all, of
these are obviously oversimplified and interrelated. Health and PE used
to. be thrown in with basketball and so on; now largely because of riomen
in this movement, health and physical education has become a much broader
program, and they're even using computers for immediate diagnostic
feedback and so on. But that leads to really, the quality of life skills
that are being largely ignored in public schools as we're focusing on the
basic skills. Art and music Is of tremendous importance to any nation,
to any individual, orto any soul, and actually, the purpose of all these
quality of life skills deals with holistic wellness; that if we have a
nation whose "people are well-educated in the basic skills anq who, are not
mentally ill, or are mentally ill, or physically ill, or have no

spiritual base, do we have an educated society? I would suggest to you
that the political curriculum is ignoring the holistic wellness concept

,

in education.

Moving to the right hand side of the chart...right now, all of us are in
technology, rtechnology .in education, which is a better term than

instructional technology, but I would suggest to yoy that technology, as
critically important as it is, and it is important, is a sub-system of
science. In one of the districts I've been working with, we can achieve
our definition of computer literacy in one course in the middle school.
So if the goal is computer literacy, we can put another course, another
band-aid in, and we can achieve computer literacy in one course in the
middle schools, and every kid who comes through that district will have
computer literacy.

I'm sugge ting to you that in this world of rapid change, that isn't
enough. 'veogot to go back and take andther hard look at our science
and math c rriculum, and that is much more complex. And that science and
math, at the,best levels, really leads to logic, and that logic leads to
philosophy ahd ethics. So what I'm suggesting to you, looking at this
visual portrayal, and forgive me for its simplicity, is that as

educational leaders, we can use the political curriculum in a strategic
planning mode, but we need an educational program that helps the total
public. We are educators, and understand what the real purposes and
goals of public education should .be, could be, and what an educated
person is, or should,be, and'it's something more than basic education or
basic skills. That's the end of Pat Three, the PoliticaT Curriculum.

I'm now starting Part Four, New Forms 0 Schooling in Education. You and

I are int the business of schooling, we're not in the business of

education. Schooling is a subsystem of education, and education is all
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of the learning, attitudes, beliefs, and understandings that a person
acquires during their lifetime, Education is growing at a tremendous
rate. Schooling is declining. Community colleges grabbed upon the
concept of education early on, in the early 1930's, and the blossoming of
the community college movement was theirsunderstanding of education and
schooling. They extended the curriculum to all of the populations; they
started at the level they were; they introduced and are introducing
technology and so on. For example, TV is a larger part of education,
computers. Our kids now, and your kids, when they come to see us, are so
much- better educated and Can educate themselves better than we can teach
them in our classrooms. Paperbacks, the military educational program, is
the fifth largest educational sy4em_4n the United States, and will soon
become the largest educational sYstem in the United States. And yet we
proceed as if there was not a military education program. Program
lwning, adult education, home learning, technology...what it, is
resulting in, which always comes back- in my book to a philosophical
issue, is that there's going to be a widening Op between the rich
nations and the poor nations. When I was working, for example, in Greece
on the modernization of education, after fiveyears of intensive work arid
money, the gap between the United States and Greece had widened, not
closed or narrowed. But because of this technology, we're getting into
rich nations and poor nations and the widening of the gap. We're getting
into rich states and poor states and the widening of the gap. The real
issue in Oregon, is Oregon going to survive as a techno/ogical state? As
you compare it to its investment cycle. And more important, we're
getting into, rich families pmd poor families. The rich families are
information-rich families who have access to their home computers, their
home technology, and access to the entire network of information.

And so we're going to find, coming to your schools, a widening span
between knowledge, information, Judgment, study habits and attitudes and
beliefs. And yet, in this nation of ours, I go all the way back to
Harold Clark's,research of many years ago: if you wanted to predict the
rich nations and the poor nations, you don't look at their natural
resources. Denmark, for example, doesn't have many natural resources, and
Argentina has great natural resources. You don't look at their political
form of, government as a predictor because you can have fascist
dictatorships, and wealthy nations; you can have democracies, very

poor...and you do. You look at their investment in education, their

human investment, and look what's happening in this state and this

nation, in these recent years. Now that seems to say to me that, if
we're really educators, we must educate the general public onseducation
as an investment. This is particularly true in the immediate years
ahead, when we're going to have rich nations and poor hations in

technology, science, logic, ethics and philosophy.

We alreacty are at the point, for example, by combining biology,
chemistry, computers and so on, we can affect plant life, make them grow
taller and faster and quicker, stronger; then we got into animals,

breeding and genes and biochemistry and computers and so on. We can
change the composition and the shape and the growing habits of animals,
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and we are now at the stage with, that in chemistry, we can change
intelligence, or we can have tall people, short lieople, we can change
anything we want(in terms, of our science and technology. Byt we
really thought through what's happening in Japan?

Now My brother's boy, for example, went through Japanese high school, the
American Japanese high school, stayed and went through an American and a
Japanese university, and we saw him up at Crater .Lake last summer
describing and discussing the differences in tneir educational pregram.
Japan has made, and is making, a major investment in science and
technology as a way of making themselves information rich and
economically rich and we sge it happening. And we appear to be backing
away from this kind of an investment, or making a selective investment.
I think it is frightening for our nation, but I'm optimistic that once
the power of knowledge, which is our responsibility, is shared, that this
Will be reversed. That's the end of Part Four.

I now have to stop and see what our time is. I have three minutes. I

was going to do Part Five...I'll show you what you're going to miss.
It's just going to be terrible. Part Five had to do with how you and I

survive with all these worlds of change and I'll just run through it
rather quickly. If all of those changes that I've described on the left
are true, what does it say for you and I then, as persons, and as
survivors? And I would suggest to you that you may begin to look at the
simplest parts of the Stress.Box diagram, which have to do with exercise,
or your space. I don't know about you, but my office has carpeting now,
it has paintings, it has music, it has plants, it is an informal
situation. My colleagues and I spend time on how can we be nicer to each
other, how can we work as a team, how can we work as a psychological
team. The same with your circle of friends. I used to notice a number
of you in trying to survive all these changes would have a circle of
friends that I would never bet on. You've deliberately selected a circle
of friends that are filled with problems. I think that's great for
Florence Nightingale, but as an educational leader who is putting in a
60-70 hour week, I carhonly take on so many of these kinds of problems.
I have a carefully selected circle of friends who are the kinds of
friends that are relaxing, exciting and joyfulffor me. I could get off
on the psychological, philosophical and spiritual self, but I just really
will brush over this line and say to you, ff we have all this
technological knowledge in the world, and we have all of the skills, and
if we are information rich, but we still haven't understood ourselves and
dealt with our psychological, philosophical selves, and our psychological
and philosophic environment, those skills will be of little value. End
of presentation. Thank you for thinking with me.

41,
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OUR CHANGING WORLD: NEW CURRICULUMS AND DELIVERY SYSTEMS
A FORUM WITH DONALD J. LEU

Thursday, October 27, 1982 2:00 P.M.

Facilitators: Dr: Patricia'JUstice, Dean of Instruction, Fort Steilacoom
Community College
Dale Green, Associate Dean of Instruction, Fort Steilacoom
Community College

As,a summary and extension of Donald Leu's luncheon speech, this forum
provided an opportunity for participants to discuss both thg content of
Dr. Leu's presentation and the implications those ideA held for
curriculum and instructional delivery systems.

Two key points of Dr. Leu's speech were the focal points for'discussion:
the emerging political curriculum and the new forms of schooling.

Emerging Political Curriculum. Dr. Leu indicated that basic skills were4
easy to sell for political reasons, but that the public must understand
what an educated person should be and that an educated person needs to
learn more than basic skills. Dr. Justice concurred that a holistic
approach to education was important but indicated that the basic skills
must be rebuilt before the broader perspective could gain in a political
curriculum. She cited research which indicated that individuals leaving
the K-12 system were not prepared for college level work. Comparative
data from other educational systems such as the U.S.S.R., Japan and China
were presented to show the extreme differential in science and

mathematics requirements as well as composition skills. Dr. Justice
indicated that a change in focus for our educational system is needed.
Not only do we need to re-emphasize the three R's, we need to augment
them with the three C's--computing, calculating and communicating through
technology.

To accomplish this change in emphasis four major items must be addressed:

1. Education must once again become a respectable profession for

indiifiduals to enter. Quality salaries must be available for quality
individuals to choose a career in teaching rather than a more
luceative career in business dand industry. If the lack of science
.and mathematics instructors is to disappear, salaries in education
must become competitive with those offered in the private sector.

2. Teacher training programs must prepare indtviduals who are willing
and able to improve classroom instruction in the 3R's'and the 3C's.
Colleges should aim to produce teachers traiped in their craft,
equipped with the intellectual skills necessary to move beyond mere
survival and able to alter what occurs in the classroom.
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3. Inservice staff development should focus mote sharply on two areas:

(1) Improving teacher knowledge and skills in the craft of teaching
for a technological age, i.e., more than merely lectures/
discussions/and projects.

(2) Helping teachers to pursue unfamiliar and even "risky" classroom
techniques. If the techniques help students lern, they should
be utilized. We must not only talk about curriculum reform, we
must also be willing to Ao it:

4. The emphasis upon basic skilTs, the 3R's and 3CA, must become real.
To do so means being an educational agent of social change. It

requires less comprehensiveness, e.g., "something for everyone," and
more standardization. This also requires mandatory homework, s.trong
academic requirements and fewer general interest electives.

Such reforms are necessary if the basic skills are to reach a sufficient
level to handle the technological challenges present today. Without a
strong commitment to the basic skills, the holistic curridulum mentioned
by Dr. Leu will not become a reality.

New Forms of Schooling. Dr. Leu indicated that tomorrow's education rich
families will be those with' access to information. That information
access will occur primarily, in the form of the computer revolution.
Mr. Green confirmed that statement and indicated that no longer will the
teacher/student ratio be the prime concern°in education. "That ratio will
be replaced by the student/computer ratio. The effects of high

technology upon all of society are real and growing. The computer chip
has revelutioni2ed industry and has begun to revolutionize education.
Without a firm grounding in the 3R's, students and their teachers will be
unable to quickly adapt to the expanded needs of the 3C's.

The impact of technology not only has implications for instructional
delivery systems but also for the instructors providing that

information. Our instructors must become computer literates
immediately.-- Literacy implies both the ability to utilize computers as a
teaching tool and to prepare basic programs for their instructional
areas. The software available for computer assisted instruction comes
pre-packaged, but does not meet all of the classroom needs of
instructors. The advanCement to economical software will come when more
instructors are able to write programs specific to their own particular
approach to teaching.

The future implications of both technology and the need or students and

their instructors to be prepared for those advan ments through

thoroughly grounded basic skills and the ability to adapt to
technological change were discussed at great length by the presenters and
the audience. Consensus was that the advancements are moving at an
extremely rapid pace ad that educators and education must move just as
rapidly to.both catch up'with and keep ahead of these developmentS. -both



the emerging political curriculum ad the new forms of schooling will be
grounded in solid mathematic, *scientific and communicative skills. Those
skills will allow all of us, students and teachers alike, to adapt more
readily to the technological changes yet to come.

9
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TEACHING ADULTS 'IN THE WORKPLACE: .

DESIGNING PROGRAMS THAT MANAGEMENT CAN-SUPPORT

Thursday, October 28, 1982 2:00 -P.M.

Presenter: Marilyn Clark, Coordinator, Adult Career Development and
Learning, Education and Work Program, NWREL

OBjECTIiES:

1. To Aiscuss key issues in generating management support for
training activities in the workplace

2. To stress onsite needs assess nt and planning as essential to
training program designs that un management support

4. To provide participants with an opportunity to develop a
training idea using a planning guide

CONTENT:

This workshop had two components. The first was a lecturette that cited
the need for closer cooperation between education and the business and
industry sectors to promote productivity growth. Employer-sponsoivd,
on-site training is a growth, area and one that can benefit from what
postsecondary education has to offer. Educators planntng to provide,
training or consultant services to business must be prepared to provide a'
strong xationale for training to management if they expect to market
services to that sector.

The trainer should consider the following issues when assessin9 the need
for training:

o Is there really a need for training?

o Who besides yourself has mentioned or identified a need for
training?

o Is there a gap between the levels of technical or professional
skills or knowledge employees possess and the levels of skills
or, knowledge the employees need to deliver an adequate
performance?

1

o Are thVre solid indicators of-the skills and performance levels
the emOloyees will need to acquire?

o Is the current organizational climate one that will accept and
encourage employees to apply and polish their new skills and
knowledge?

o Will the result of training solve an identified problem? .
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These queptions should be a part of a needs assessmiht that either builds
a rationale for the training or makes lt clear that the proposed training,
may not be necessary nor appropriate.

Working with line management during the needs assessment and training
development process is a key factor in winning support for the proposed
training. This entibles the trainer to use what 'is perhaps the most
persuasive rationale possible: -"Line management wants thie traininp
because it will improve productivity."

Also discussed were tipP for presenting the case for training to top
management. These included:

o The top manager won't have time for all the detafls, but will
want assurances that the trainer has covered them.

o The top manager may not have the trainer's expertise and may
peed to be educated quickly with the essential information.

o The top manager may have other tnformation that May send the
trainer back to the drawing board to reviSe plans..

ANd
The second part of the workshop presented a Guide to Training Design.
This guide leads the user through a planning process that considers such
items as need, desired outcomes, clients for the training, organizational
considerations, training program solutions, resoutces available,
logisticit,, considerations, roles and responsibilities, cost and
evaluation' of the training. Participants used a training problem
provided by a member of the group to practice using the Guide.
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INCREASING STUDENT OPTIONS THROUGH CREATIVE PARTNERSHIPS
BETWEEN THE SECONDARY SCHOOL AND THE COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Thursday, October 28, 1982 2:00 P.M.

Presenters: Rex Hagans, DirectP; Division of Instructional
Improvement, Northwest Regional Educational Labofatory

Don Fiser, Director, The Institute for Community
Assistance, Portland Community College

John Pendergrass, Regional Vocational/Career Education
Coordinator, Washington County (Oregon). Education Service
District

Milr AWM1.0.MMOMM777.77,MMIMrVW,MOW.WMO.

OBJECTIVES:

1. To identify. the driving,' forces toward more high school/t
community college partnerships

2. To increase information-'about selected promising practices in
high school/community college partnerships

3. To identify priority issues and action agendas for future
partnerships

CONTENT:

The workshop was a combination of stimulus presentation and group

discussion. The session began with.each of the presentors discussing the
partnership from their unique perspective: the research and development
worker, the secondary school practitioner and the community college*
planner.

Rex Hagans gave a brief synopsis of relevant studies whiCh have advocated
that, according to a recent
of 'the very few arising from

ondary school ,which was

expanded partnerships, noting especiall
survey-by NWREL, this recommendation-was on
11 major studies on wan to improve the s

considered both desirable and.practical by se ondary principalso in the
Northwest. He summarized the reasons often set forth in favor of

4, partnership as: (1) an increasing educational productivity, including
"saving" a year in placement or job entry, avoiding duplication of effort
and increasing efficiency through specialization; and (2) providing
greater benefit to the individual through a more complete and flexible
environment for the transition to adulthood.

Don Fiser then reviewed the increasing demand-for high school completiqn
_and 'simultaneous enrollment at his institutionsnoting that both were
taking the *college beyond what it was receiving in reimburseMent.
Agreeing with the need for cooperation, both from the point of view of
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society and the individual, he pointed out that,'at the current time, the
mission of Oregon colleges, as defined in enabling legislation, only
peripherally encompassed many of the areas and programs most in demand.

John Pendergrass then summarized seven problems which he felt were
cauiing secondary educators to desire more partnerships: (1) reduced
resources leadingstb reduced offerings; (2) increasing expectations from
the bUsiness community for a better prepared graduate; (3), the increasing
need to upgrade instructors in techniCal areas;. (4) the problems of
special certification for many technical instructors; (5) 1he growing
"squeeze" being Placed on electives by increasing graduation and college
entrance requirements; (6) the present 'large number of dropouts; and
(7) the fact that there is no clear, articulated ,path from high
school-community,co1lege'to university add/or occupation.

Don Fiser than summarized the-strengths and weaknesses of several strong
practices in the area of partnership..°These included: (1)-high school
completiOn as a.-means to serve the "motivated high,schbol dropout"; (2)
planned joint'curficulum utilizing high school instructors; (3)"simul-
taneous enrollment, utilizing existing tommunity collegeclasses;4and (4)
high school contracting for a totalpprogram (often vocational).

\
John Pendergrass then discussed ewe promising practices in staff
development which are underway in this area. These included: (1) joint
evaluation and design of curricula in specific areas '(electronics); (2)

joint offering of staff development; and (3) joint development and useof
work experience sites,

11011.....5104

After a lively,group discussion of the 'strengths and weaknesses of each
practice, the group engaged in a "rating" of each area- in terms of
practicality and desirability. 4'The "ratings" were as follows:

Most Practical

o use of existing college
curriculum

o joint development of work
experience sites

o joint staff development

o high schOol contracting for
programs

o high school completion
programs

Most Desirable

o planned joint curriculum

o use of existing college
curriculum

Sr.

o joint staff development

o joint'development of work
sites

o high school completion
programs

The group concluded ihat the most importantvpartnelhi
Juture-shodid be the aploration of means to increase:'
more joint curriculum and staff development.

0
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COMPUTER LITERACY FOR THE WORKPLACE:
A "LOW TECH" ALTERNATIVE

Thursday, October 240 1982 2:00 P.M.

Presenter: , Dr. Judy Edwards-Allen-, Director, Computer TechnologY
Program, Northwest Regional Educational LaboratorY

OBJECTIVES: JO

1. To discuss the proliferation of the computer and technology in
society and the world of work

2. To provide statistics about jobs and their current and future need
)for,technical knowledge and skills

3.. To discuss the current high unemployment rate and compare the skips
of the unemployed to the skills needed by empToyers

4. To suggest some "low-tech" sktlls that could make the unemployed more
4 .employable

5. To exam'ine creative responses to the "high-tech" challenge
4r

CONTENT:

The format was a combination of lecture and discussion of alternatives
for providing entry level technical skills for the unemployed or for
retraining of employeei.

Participants learned that by 1985, 75%lpf the jobs available will require
computer skills of some kind. 'They also learned that by 1990, 685,000
Aew jobs are projected in the field of high technology. Yet, fewer than
1/4 of these jobs will require advanced technical degrees.

More and more of the-work of a data processing manager, for example,
involves face-to-face dealings with employees--helping them understand
appropriate uses of new technologies. "User literacy" has become a major
corporate challenge. This trend will become more pronounced as
technology becomes more "user-friendly." Technology itself is reducing
the need for high-tech geniuses.

The emerging need, them, is for a large core of wters who are not
-afraid of technology, who can use it appropriately in t eir work, and who
can elp others deal with issues surrounding technology in the workplace.

ot
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The skills needed for this entry level "user" literacy include:

Low Tech Skills

o Keyboasding

o Data entry and processing skills

o Word processing and list processing

o Microcomputer knowledge and skills

o Jargon and vocabulary

.o Using computer to solve problems

o Storing and retrieving information

o Using telecommunications

o Sending and retrieving messages

o How ato read technical manuals

The driving force behind technological literacy training programs is the
need to increases workforce productivity. As society is increasingly
technological, "technologically literate" 'staff can provide the
competitive edge for companies struggling to stay in busIness.

Acqoisition of "low-tech" skills can be a starting point for retraining
the unemployed, to give them the "competitive edge" in seeking, new
employment.
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This conference provided an excellent opportunity to dismiss the
combination of the provocative theoretical and pragmatic educational
issues.

The oPPortunity to formulate in one's mind those factors that might
° facilitate awareness building about global interdependence was a
highlight.

John Dahlberg
Coordinator of Graduate Studies

tn Education
Boise State.University
Boise, Idaho
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ACTION PLANNING STRATEGIES

Remarks by Tom Olsonfl Director, Divtsion of Planning and
Coordination, Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory,
October 29, 1982, 8:40 a.m.

Service
Friday,

I am perhaps overbille as a "speaker"
like to do is to (a) provide a brief
yesterday's presentations, and then (b)
of the conference today.

for this morning. What'I would
transition from the content of
set the stage for the remainder

Yesterday we heard some powerful, and sometimes "assumption busting,"
analyses of the new contexts in which we work. You heard a global
perspective from Dr. Gouletb and' you heard a U.S. perspective from
Dr. Leu. Both speakers challenged us' to examine new realities from the
perspectime of interdependence. These new perspectives provide us.with
an important contextual backdrop to consider "action planning strategies."

Now there are those cynics who might say that the words "action" .and
"planning".are mutually explusive. (I'm reminded of my son's attempt at
explaining what r do to a friend of his. He said,'"Well, my Dad doesn't
really do anything. He just,plans.")

Today we shift.from A understanding of the new contexts in which'we find
ourselves to some specific suggestions for action strategies.. To help do
this I would like to use the Naisbitt Group's seven "megatrends" AS the
transitibn potnt. As you may know, the Naisbitt.Group.publishes Trends
magazine and does futbres oriented environmental scanning fOr a nuM557-Uf
'organizations. The semen Megatrends* which are having or will have major
impacts on education are:,

1. The transition from-an industrial.society to an information society
is now comillete.

, .

For example,.in 1950 60 percent of the work force in the countrY
"made something." That's now down to 17 perCent. The new
industry is "Information." The Naisbitt Group suggests that
education is to e information society what banks were to the
industrial socie y. .The challenge to the education secta., it
seems,to me, is o considershow well we have integrated this new
trend into tbe way we do business.

2. We are moving inexorably from a centralized' to a decentralized
society.

a

Stgnificant shifts in federal education policy (or maybe
"non-policy") are calling bur attention to this trend., Because
of this, state,and local education agencies are experiencing new

*Adapted from "The Future's Seven 'Megatrends': The Information SocietY
.Brings Change." School Board News, October 13, 1982.



challenges in decision making and problem solving. But again the
question for today is, "How seriously are we taking on these new
challenges?"

3. We are shifting from a national economy to regional economies with
great emphasis on global trade.

Yesterday Dr. Goulet called our attention to. this accelerating
emphasis on wdrld trade. Even small U.S. "mom and pop" businesses
are dealing with overseas suppliers and customers on a daily basis.
Are we integrating this trend into our instructional programs? Are'
we assisting business and industry to cope with these emerging
necessary global perspectives?

4. We are shifting from an "either-or" society to a "mullpple options"
society.

This trend has tremendous implications for education systems--both
from the recognition that there is growing competition among public
and private providers of education as well a from the viewpoint that
education systems need to restructure industrial programs to provide
greater assistance in wise "choice making."

5. We are shifting from "force technology" to a 'high tec/high touch"
society.

Pac-Man's overwhelming popularity is a simple manifestation of this
trend. But the popularity of the current movie "E.T." is an even
greater manifestation of the high touch as well as high tech
syndrome. Are we recognizing both dimensions of this trend as we
consider appropriate uses of tealiology for instruction?

We are focusing mdre directly and

621)
phases of life.

clearly on accountability in all

Educators need not be reminded of
observe the public and legislative
we constantly adjust our budgets to

this force--particularly when we
demands to do more with less as
lower levels.

7. We are shifting from hierarchical society to a network society.

This is tone trend which is only beginning to receive some much
needed attention. But in any one mind it's really at the core of
the necessary ways we structure our new action planning strategies.

Dean Tollefson 'and I will be discussing the networking concept as
the major theme of our "Action Planning Strategies" workshop later
this morning.'
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It is clear that as we shift our view ofthese megatrends from "esoteric
futures" to the "here and now,1' the more we recognize the need for action
planning strategies as real survival techniques rather than "planning as
gamesmanship" as it largely was in the 1960's and early 1970's. I am
confident at what you will hear today will clearly indicate that "action"
and "planning" do indeed fit together and indeed are requirements for
survival in the 1980's and beyond.

Thank you.
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JOHN ELORRiAGA
PRESIDENT AND CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD, U.S. BANCORP

Friday, October 28, 1982 '9:00 A.M.

Introduced by: Dr. Ethel iiimon-McWilliams, Associate Director,
Northwest Regional Educational LaboratorY

EDUCATION AND BUSINESS: A JOINT RESPONSIBILITY

After that introduction, I don't know if I should get up here. You know,
I guess most of you are with junior colleges. And I say unashamedly to
the people at the University of Oregon and the University of Pittsburgh
and the UniversitY of Washington, where I studied, that the best school I

ever went to was Boise Jiunior College.

Now it's Boise State niversity and a four-year school, but' it was a
very, very, great schoo and I'd like to share with you an experience
that I had there. I'm a boy from a town of 200 people. (Well, it was
300, and went.down to 200; now they have opened up a mine in Jordan
Valley, Oregon and it s about 500.) So when I went to Boise Junior
College, I had to ta e 28 hours because I had to take geometry and
algebra and a few things that I didn't have in high 'school, and you know
a boy that's used to milking cows and pitching hay doesn't know much
about literature. One of the courses that I had to take was Modern Lit.,
and the Dean of Women was my teacher. I made an analysis,one day about
something'and'I got an A on the paper and on it it said, "This shows real
insight beyond what I've see ." And so two or three weeks went by and I
got another paper b ck jro y teacher, and she gave me a C- and said, "I
should'flunk you. om6 in d see me." So I went in to see her and she
just really tore into me% said, "Here's this paper that shows really -

some iti4de th-thinklng and here's one that you just sluffed over." And
she said, 'John, you're mentally lazy." Well, that hit me so hard, and it
was.so true; so ma y times in my life, going through school, I was
mentally lazy, and when I did something good, I figured I could sluff off
and get by the next time; it was easy; it wasn't going to be any
problem. And that lesson stuck with im all my life. So that after that
when I did feel mentally lazy I tried to give extra effort, and found out
that it felt so good Oen I did, and got something done, that I really
attribute to that woman,my success in life--if I have success in the
business'world--because that!s whit's always pushed me on--pushed me 'to
do something greater. Well, I wrote to her and told her; about five
Years ago. I received more rewards than I'll ever receive in any other
way with her gratiiude and thanks and she wrote.me her life history since
those days. It was the warmest feeling I think I've ever had. But it's
true.
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And there was one other teacher there. I say this because I have such a
feeling for teachers, and that was my English teacher who wrote a

recommendation for me to a company in Boise that I was looking to get a
job with, and he said, "John Elorriaga can accomplish anything that he
wants to." And you know, I thought, "Me: It's just impossible for

somebody to think or say something like that about me:" And that gave me

another jolt--that I had to live up to what that gRy thought about me.
Hit name is Dr. Gottenberg. And so those two experiences in my life are
just about the epitome of feeling that I could possibly have and. the
reasons why I maybe have done some good somewhere along the line

throughout the years, and I sure want to tell you about that. r think
you'll appreciate as teachers that the real values in life are what you
do for other people, and if you can in some way mold someone's.life a
little bit, it's going to be more rewarding than any amount of money that
you can stack up in a bank account.

When I was teaching at Multnomah College years ago at night and one of
the boys coming to school, whom j asked to read a question, came up to me
and said, "Mr. Elorriaga, I wrsh that you would have it so I wouldn't

have to read questions. I can't read these questions aloud." He

couldn't read, and he was a smart, smart boy. And so I said, "Well

you're going to have to read those things, and we'regoitg to practice,
and then after each class you stay with me for a half hour each night.
Remember that you're going to do it, and if you can't do it, we'll

arrange some more time." And before the end of the year, that kid was
reading well, doing a great job--he's a brilliant kid. Nobody ever

taught him how to read. He was going through high school, and here he
was trying to take college courses without knowing how to read, and that

was a smart boy. Now if ft was someone that had trouble--real

trouble--than I probably wouldn't have felt so disappointed. But I felt

good when that boy started reading those questions and giving me the
answers in class just like he was an A student. He did turn out to be a
B- type of student. He had a lot of work to do, but it was a real start
for him and he sure appreciated the extra effort given there.

You know, I'd like to talk to you today about several categories, and I'd
like to break it down into seven categories.

1. How involved is industry in education right now?

2. What's happening nationwide in industry sponsored education?

3. What are our needs today?
4. What will dtr needs be tomorrow?
5. Are Oregon's higher education institutions preparing for the future?

6. How is Oregon currently preparing for the future? and

7. What more can be done?

You see I have all the questions., and all the nswers--No. Well, how is

industry in education right now? Businesses and industry today have

poured billions of dollars into developing and maintaining training

departments to teach the skills they require. U.S. Bancorp spends

$750,000 a year annually on direct training; our costs are over two
million dollars a year but on direct training, we spend $750,000. And
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this doesn't include on-the-job training, outside seminars or the Oosts
involved in having an employee away from his job. It does include
in-house sqminars: advanced banking schools and college related courses.
These range from in-house courses in sales and credit training, personnel
training, clerical/secretarial training, management and supervisorY
training, to traditional college courses in accounting, economics,
English, marketing.

Let me give you two examples of what we do in the education area that I
think are the outstanding ones in our institution. We have a work/
college program. We go around to high schools and in their senior year
we try to hire the oustanding students in the high school. And we'll put
them through college. They work a year and they go to school for a year,
until they're done. Now that has been an outstanding program-for us and
we have been doing it since 1950, with good results. Now you might not
thinkAhat they are good results, but we 0 to these children that can't
afford to get a college education--they're good students in school--and
we say to them, 'We'll put you through school; we'll arrange the funds
for you to go through school; and when you get through, if you don't want
to stay in banking, doet--because that isn't the place to be. But if
you think you want to be a banker, we'il put you through school." We've

put 581 students through school. We lost 354 of them. We have 123 that
have graduated in that program. We have 25 more that dropped out of the
program but still work for us. Now that's about a 23 percent retention
rate and that sounds bad; but to us it sounds good. We have a president

of an independent bank that came out of that program; %we have an

executive vice president that came out of that program; four senior vice
presidents; we have a lawyer; we have a vice president in commercial
loans; five VPs in variots positions; three vice presidents and branch
managers; nineteen other branch managers; twenty-one branch officers;

twelve other officers and so on. The ones that dropped out of the
program, but working with us (the 25 I mentioned)--one's a lawyer, one's
a vice president and branch manager and so on down the line. We've been
supplied with wonderful people-Aoing a great job 4n our institution, and
the loyalty they have-goes on forever.

Now how about the ones thbt quit? The ones that quit and decide they
don't want to go on and be a banker, go out info industry and have good
jobs and are great customers of our bank. We've put them through school,
so we're just as happy as can be with that program.

The other program that I think is outstanding that we,have is the GBE
program and we work in conjunction with Portland State. That program

Started in 1974 and so far we've had 304 graduates. There have been 11

graduating classes. We currently have two'classes in session. These

t employees that gb into that general banking,education program must apply

'
for that program, and they must be recommended by their managers. So

really the ones that come into this program already have, some

demonstrated management capabilities. Forty-two of those people were

officers when they began the program; 102 became officers after

completing the program; and there have been 420 promotions of the people
that participate in that program. We think it's a wonderful program and
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you ought to see those people--and what we do is we teach them how to run
a bank--we teach them my job. And you know, it's amazing how many don't
want it after they go through it. But I have competition every day from
these people, and.it's just wonderful because they come up with to manY
ideas after they getout of this program. They go back to their offices
and they come, up with ideas that I don't think we'd have ever gotten
communicated to management in other areas of the bank, if they hadn't had
that- kind of management thinking. Well, those are tiio examples but I

think that they are wonderful examples. I think that we are so lucky to
have started those programs. I think that's the reason why we have such
a good staff. Ethel has talked about what success our organization had.
That's the reason. Because the people out there doing the job are the
ones that are educated and know how to do it and care about the people
they serve, and that's the kind of people we hire--the ones that care
about others and want to help.

Another example is at Tektronix. I think it's a great example. They're
a leader in industry_sponsored education. About 75 percent of the firm's
20,000 employees (atually they have about 23,000 employees worldwide
now) have taken, aevantage of the company's educational programs. In

1981, 10,000 employees registered for one or more of 600 courses that
were offered out at Tek. Currently students are spending one half

million hours in Tek's classes. You probably-think that is not typical.
It is typical. Hewitt-Packard, I think, has a better program; Intel hat
a great program. These kinds of programs are known throughoUt the United
States. I think what is not typical is the banker's program. We have an
American Bankers' Association educational arm that is nationwide and
ongoing and in many cases gives college credit. And students that go to
school in Portland,'Oregon can continue that education whether they are
in New York, Los Angeles, Chieego, or wherever. I think it's a wonderful
arm of our organization.

Well, what's happening nationwide in industry sponsored education? In

1981, 21 million adults or 13 percent of the totalfUnited States adult

population were involved in adult education activities. About 60 percent
of these were job-related, and in 58 percent of these cases the courses
were provided 9r paid for by the employer. Currently there are 50 bills
pending before Congress related to job education and treining.

So,. what are our needs today? Recently, an executive from a large
western computer hardware company was in Oregon to see about expanding
into this state. He decided that it was impractical because there is a
lack of ongoing educational training opportunities for his engineers. As

a result, the state missed the chance for economic growth and the
academic institutions loit a lot of additional revenue. We are beginning
to see a severe lack of high tech manpower because educational opportuni-
ties are inadequate. In the United States we have at least 14 million
people out of work. But we also have 1 million skilled jobs that can't
be filled. In 1950 more than a third of all industrial jobs in the

United States could be and were done perfectly well by those who did not
have a high school education. By 1980, that figure was about five

percent, and falling fast.
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What will our needs for tomorrow be? Peter Drucker recently stated the

demand for education is actually going up, not down. What is going down

failly fast is demand for traditional education and traditional schools.
Economics, student needs and our new understanding of how people learn

are bound to break the traditional education manopoly, just as trucks and

airplanes broke the monopoly of the railroads. By 1990, office woKers
in industry will outnumber farmers and laborers combined.. Chase

Manhattan Bank recently ftojected an increase in staffing of 140 percent

to 180 percent 'by 1990. Currently, only 20 percent of their jobs are

filled 'through campus recruiting. A"'new study for the Education

Commission in the United States estimates that in 1990 about 2-1/2
million students wil1 graduate from kigh schools in the country's 16,000

local school districts alone. The report says unless public education is
improved, particularly in teaching students to think and reason, when

those 2-1/2 million people graduate 2 million Of them (or about 80

percent) will be unemployable because they W1 be technologically

illiterate.

Are Oregon's higher educational institutions prepared for the future? In

August of 1982 the Oregonian stated, "Lack of support for higher

education and noncompetitive faculty salaries are Acausing a drain of

brains and talent from Oregon to other states And to private business."

Gerald Leinwand, who just recently resiglied"tis President Of Western

Oregon State College in Monmouth, recentTy told the Oregonian, "I came

,here thinking Oregon had a good repOtation for higher education, but it

has a better reputation outside the\ state than it deserves." Kenneth

Light, President of Oregon Institute /of Technology until this summer',

when he became President of Lake SUOrior State College in Michigan,

recently told the Oregonian, "Oregonians and their legislators don't

pace a premium on higher education. They view higher educat4on as a

luxury. Here in Michigan the intellect of the human being is regarded as

one of the prime assets of the state."- The University. of Oregon is now

the highest priced public university in the western states for in-state

residents. Oregon State University is only slightly lower on the list

and is well above the next highest. College tuitions in Oregon's state

supported schools rose 40 percent during the 1981-82 school year. An

average in the past years has been 20 percent. Oregon ranks.40th among

the states in its level of university salaries.- These comments and

statistics reflect a feeling of many Cregon academics. They may not

accurately reflect the way Oregon is positioning\, itself for the future.

What are we doing for the future? Well, we've taken some active steps

toward forming business and education partnerships. You know, I was on

the state Board of Higher Edication for one year; and after that year,

you know what I told Vic. I couldn't stand it. Things weren't being

done properly. We had another Chancellor at that time. He's not here

now. We have a new Chancellor and we have a new board and new chairman

and a'new study going on to determine what we really have to do, and I'm

telling you they're really working on it. I' eally pleased about

what's happening. I think you're going to e sone positive gains in

this state in that area. Vic Atiyeh, our Gov no , recently announced a

$1 million cooperative venture between stat government and private

industry to raise the quality of high technology education, in Oregon.
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Included were plans to channel $400,000 o Portland State University to
build its program in* circuit design and c outer' engineering. You hear
more and more about this high'technology and so on. Well, that's where
people haVe the opportunity to get the most jobs, and that's why the
funds are being funneled more into that area right' now and that'l where
the people in the technology business part ofjhe wofld are really more
active than anywhere else, I think. There were also plans to create a
science and engineering board for education ,and reseaich. This board
should stftngthen and more effectively utilize our higher education
system and its unique asset in fostering industrial economic.

development. Tektronix, for instance, alone has given Portland State

University seven chairs, $20,000 each, To supplement some teachers'

salaries so we can get the good ones out here and keep the good ones out
here. We're going to have to do more and more and more of that.

Now the educational institutions seem to say we need a chair. Well, how
much is a chair?..Well, we need $2 million so that the income from that
42 million will pay a teacher's salary. Pretty tough to get $2,million
out of something. But $20,000 a year for 5 years--not bad. So I think

that's the approach that we have to have to get industry to help
supplement those salaries in our system and we are going to have to do
it. There isn't a shadow of a doubt in anyone's mind that's in any way
involved in the educational procedures or serious about it, I'think, that
doesn't agree with that program. So I think that that is really starting
to move and will be helpful. The Governor's newly formed Economic Action
Council, funded entirely by the private sector, has recently taken

similar steps. One of the first' was to make available approximately
$75,000 for educatival activities aimed at retraining Oregon's Tabor
force. The Colincil challenged seven community colleges in the most
economically depressed areas to develop proposals for training, and in
one case, we will provide half of the tuition if the students will go for
the other half because just giving it doesn't seem to be the answer. I

happen to chair that council. We've given away $700,000 already. We

have $250,000 more to go. If you have any good ideas, we'll listen to
them.

Also, there are currently 112 acres in Beavecton being developed into the
Cornell Oaks Corporate Center, a high technology -camp's, It's being
designed to Meet the needs of the'high tech industrieS. It's the first
'of its kind in Oregon and a prototype for Oregon's future as a high tech
center. We invited the Governor of.North Carolina and the pr6sfdent a a
junior college to tell us how they did it. It was a wonderful story.
We're goitig to take many pages from their book* and follmtheir advice so
that we can get something going in Oregon that way.

Well, what more can we do? Educators can week to make c011eges a
transition point from teaching theory to the practical application of
that theory by adding business experience as a requisite to graduation.
We can encourage collges and businesses 'to join together in practicums
where the students work in businesses while they are going on to school,
and encourage businesses to hire teachers during the summer so that they
can gain practical business knowledge'. Educators can begin to teach some
of the business basics, such as how .to 'write a resume, prepare for an
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interview, ansi research the business with whom the student will be

interviewing. Now maybe some of you think you do that, and you do, but
you ought to see them. You ought to see them. Very few people can write

a resume. We have to concentrate, even on that. That will teach them
something,--to get out there and get a job. And you know, if the students
were inadequate in their thinking processes, that would be something, but

they're not. They're smart kids that come along and they can't even
write a resume.

Educators 'can ask more business people to teach classes or to guest
ecture. They are able to bring li experiences 'into the classroom.

I've been to the University ofxCalifornia in Santa.Barbara, and there

probably isn't a school in this 'room that has invited me out there to
talk to their class. I've been a'sked by the UniversIty of Oregon twice
to go there, and I'll go, and a lot of us will go if we're asked. All we

have to do is be asked and set a time when we can do ft. Bejlexible.

It's not being done properly. Day before yesterday I went out to Skyline

School and talked to 40 seventh graders. Why did I go out there?

Because I cwas asked to go old there. And those kids--you should have

seen those kids. They asked smart questions, one right after another.
Seventh graders--it was a career education type of- class--just

beautiful. And you.know, there are so many of us that would do it if we

were just asked. And I think it brings business alive to those kids.
They won't forget. It will 'help.

Educators might even establish a faculty selection process that weighs at

least in part the importance of practical business experience as a

selection criterion. Educators in special education fields can contact
training and personnel departments, and the department managers to

discovertheir needs and views of education as well as the components of
their current training and community outreach programs. You might add

involvement wth the business community, business expeOence, or similar

job dimensions to the performance review programs at schools and

colleges. You might provide incentives for faOulty members to do

consulting work for companies. The incentive could be similar to that
given for publishing in the professional journals. Consulting could be

for a fecor as a service to the community. We could establish a process

whereby those faculty members who dO consulting work dalso share the

details with the other interested faculty and students. We could locate

business training and research departments on collego3 campuses so they

can better interrelate.

Educators can. also encourage corporations to make a commitment to the

community'§ education. One currently being offered.at a U.S. Bancorp is

a special education and training program for the handicapped.. Currently

employees in this program are training in data processing areas. . The

next two targeted areas are teller training and clerical/secretarial

trainino--a business experience program for high, school students not

headed for'college--and that is a jewel. Some years ago out at Jesuit
High School when they put in that car wash out,there (I got Dan Hanna to

put that in there) I tried my darndest to get the schoO to give credit

for kids working in that car wash that are going to school there, get

tredits in the classes. Everybody agreed to it, but it hasn't been done
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to this day. Well, why not? Why couldn't we do that in so many areas?
Help the kids make a few bucks and teach them something, about business
that will really help them. You know in that One case something elsk

.came good out'of it. Dan's son didn't have a very gaod relationship with
his father. He reilly got interested in the business and they,really got
together and it really helped out the family xelationships. These kinds
of things come out of experiences like that.

I've told ydu about our work/college program, which I think, is the best
one that we have. We also cultivate a close relationship with the Urban
League. We ,not only purchsse equipment for them but they refer
employment applicants to u% and they are always good employees. There
are also -additional programs foriretaintng migrant workers or Spanish-
Americans and other minority groups for re-entrance to the work-force. I

hope that a've provided the message to you--that I really care about this
business/education businest. I've been working on it for years, and we
just don't seem to get where we want to go. And what I'm really doing is

--appealing-for your help. 'Co after it beciuse-you41get it. They -alw4ys
-bTame the businessman for everything, it seems, because he doesn't spend
the time to get into government activities; he doesn't spend the time to
get into.educational activities--the businessman is busy. It's tough to
keep'the organization going-so you're going to do.that on the extra timne
that you have. Well you don't have any extra time, but you make it if
somebody's after you to do it. And alT the good businessmen that I know
want to, participate.. So' r'im appealing to you people to organize
yourselves and come after Us. We'll help.

Thank yob. ..)
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EDUCATION AND BUSINESS: A JOINT RESPONSIBILITY
A FORUM WITH JOHN ELORRIAGA

Friday, October 28, 1982 9:30 A.M.

Facilitators: Bob Archibald, Director of Cooperative Education,
Po land Community College

Don Fiser, Director, The Institute for Community
Assistance, Portland Community College

(

A summary of discussion points includeO: .

.

,
1. Colleges and universities are continyelly faced with the challenge of

recruiting and retaining qualified instructors, particularly in the
areas of engineering, data processing, mathematics and business

7\tliNt

administration. This situation primarily exists because bus' 6ss and
industry can pay salaries much higher than can education. was
suggested that business and industry.make a concerted effort elp
colleges and universities attract and maintain high quality
instructors by offering relevant summer work that is adequately
compensated.

,

2. Mr. Elorriaga suggested that business leaders are usually more than
willing to speak and guest lecture at colleges and univers4ties if,
"only they were asked."

3. The idea was discussed thato-op programs should be developed
between colleges and businestbs that would exchange instructors
working in industry, fer business managers and specialists teaching in
colleges. These "short-term" co-ops would allow instructors to keer
relevant and enable business people to contribute and understand the
challenges and problems facing education.

4. Mr. Elorriaga was made aware that hundreds of program partnerships
already exist in the Northwest between colleges and business in such
areas as electronics, banking, data processing, health care, legal
firms, utilities andretail companies.

5. The facilitators also discussed in d tail the Cooperative Education
Program and Institute for Coiiunity sistance Program at Portland
Community College. The forum participants ,were iery interested and
enthused about,both programs.
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ACTION PLANNING STRATEGIES

Friday, October 29, 1982 9:30 A.M. 1

Potnters: Tom Olson, Director, Division of Planning and Service
.\

Coordination, Northwest Regional Educational LaboratorY

Dean Tollefson, Consultant, Creative Studies Center of the
Northwest

OBJECTIVES:

1. To identify major needs of postsecondary institutions prompted by new
contextual rolities of interdependence

2. To identify the factors contributing to the success of networking
suggested by the recent research.on collaboration

3. To provide suggestions for effective areas for networking

CONTENT:

The workshop agenda was as follows:

Item Lead Person

Agenda Overview Tom Olson

Identification of Needs Requiring Dean Tollefson
Action Planning

What Research Suggests About 'Tom Ofson

Networking

Principles and Practices in Dean Tollefson
Interinstitutional Networking

o Between Postsecondary
Institutions

o Between PostsecondarY
Institutions and Business
and Industry

-ParticiOants initially identified some major needs and new realities
facing postsecondary institutions. The needs identified can best be
summarized as faculty development and renewal, enhanced instruction in
technology, removal of institutional barriers for networking, greater

collaboration with business and industry, and the need to enhance
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interdisciplinary efforts in instruction and faculty communication.
Participants then engaged- in a discussion regarding the relative
advantages and disadvantages of "networking" as a strategy in dealing
with these needs. c,

Tom Olson then provided a bibliography of recent research on networking
and interorganizational collaboration . Based on these research
findings, Olson suggested the following as key factors contributing to

400e;Ww success of networking:

1. Clarity about potential barriers and requirements among
participating agencies

2. Shared decision making among participating agencies

3. Benefits to individual organizations, as well as theogroup as a whole

4. Demonstrated commitment and followthrough of participai/ing members.

5. Clarity of intent, divisions of labor and rewards

6. Highly competent leadershiR who are not already overloaded

7. Establishment and maintenance of a formal communication system and
integration mechanisms

8. EStablishment of clear parameters within which activitied occur

9. Equal participation, voluntary participation and interdependence

10. Trust and openness among participating agencies.

11. Internal stability that encourages participating agencies to.have a
"freedom to risk"

12. Attention to the organizational autonomy and program visibility of
participating agencies

13. Development of a common plan of action

14. A reservoir of Arsonal energy to sustain progress during setbacks
and cOnflicts

Dean Tollpfson then provided a state of the art review of promising
practices in networking among postsecondary institutions, and suggested
that the following'areas are promising "places to begin" networking:

- Cooperative purchasing

Low enrollment programs



.4

- High.technology

- Areas where high systematization is necesary (e.g., libraries)
.

The. most important feature of stimulating and .maintainirig effective
networking, according to Tollefson; is leadership.

"The rold ahead for postsecondary education is perilous. The extent
to which it provqs to be defeating or enlightening will depena
greatly on the foresight anii attitude pf the leadership in the
journey."* ,

1,,:

i

*Dean Tollefson, "Identifiers for Twenty-First Century, Learning

Communities" in Competition 'and Cooperation in °Higher Education,

Washington, D.C., American Council onXducation, 1081, pp. 127-131. See
also Benefits of Collegiate Cooperation: University,- Alabama; Counci
for - InterinstitutionaT leadersirip", 1979 and Sharing Collegiate
Resources: University, Alabama; Council for Institutional' Leadership,
1981 for descriptions of strategies and techniques for interinstitutional

networking.
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COMPUTERIZED GUIDANCE AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS'

Friday, October 29, 1982 94j0 A.M.

.Presenter: Dr. Valerie McIntyre, Regional Manager, Northwest Council
for the Advancement of Experiential Learning

OBJECTIVES:

1. To demonstrate the ENCORE computer program which assiSts adults
in identifying career and education options,, based on pridr
experiences and personal skills and preferences&

2. To present an overview oft' other programs which have a similar
desfign (CIS, Discover and SIGI); noting the groups of people for
which each is most applicable.

CONTENT:

The presenterg took the group of participants tothe CAEL offices nearby,
and demonstrated- the ENCORE program. It is a five part, three-hour

program to help adults determine how their past studies and experiences
can be applied to planning a re-direction 'of career. There are several
advantages built into the computer program: the student's privacy is
protected via access to the program by password; the program can be
stopped at any point and re-entered at any point, so that the three hours
can be completed in a number of short sessions; the information already

entered can be recalled and edited if desired.

ENCORE is an interactive decision-making tool, and prepares a person for
counseling on the appropriate path to pursue towrd a new career. Various
life roles, skills, and values as entered by the student are plotted by
the computer and related to appropriate possible careers/courses'of

study. These can also be plotted on a "World of Work" map; which shows
the areas the person is most likely to succeed in.

The software can run on computers with Z-80 chips and can be leased
through CAEL.

SIGI is more appropriate for the young adult just out of high school; it
76-56nds.more on'values and predictions than on experiences. Discover

provides a systematic program of guidance through computer assisted

simulation exercises in areas of values clarification, decision making
and career classification through the provision of extensive occupational
and educational information.

CIS has an ability and interest assessment file, a description file on
EBFe than 200 occupations, names of people who will talk to prospective
students about theirTarticular occupation, a file on the skills needed
and ways to prepare for each occupation, and a program file on the
post-secondark education and training available in Oregon.
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Good Conference. There was viine Mixture.of ihought provoking .

theory and exposUte to 4bromis ng practices

Bill Laidlaw
.Prepident
Whatcom Community College
Bellingham, Washington
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PAUL D. LINTNER
PRESIDENT, ELECTRO SCIENTIFIC INDUSTRIES

I.
Friday, October 29, 1982 1:00 P.M.

Introduced by:( Forrest' Rodgers,. Director of Marketing, Marylhurst

College for Lifelong Learning

FROM BARFUERS TO PARTNERSHIPS

I accepted the invitation to speak to this group today in hopes that If

might be better able to communicate some of the needs of the high

technology community to you, the educators. The thrust of this talk is

to deal with the barriers that we in the high technology business area

are finding in wirking with'the educational community. More importantly,

,I will:discuss what we' in Oregon-.have done to break down some of the

earriers.and to. form partnerships. You know, it is a.little difficult

.for me td.talk about barriers because I basically am a positive person

and that's a negative term. But I know that they do exist. Today I hope

that we may be hblé to mutually find ways to minimize their effect--

present and future.

I'M a believer in people and f think I represent"the contingent of the

business community that feels the same way. The .rd!Ason, is that people

with the proper education and training bring us .ideas that lead to

products that will build growing businesses that will employ more and

more people. You hear a lot about seciking financing, particularly for

new business enterprises. But as a businessmane I assure you that if one

can find people with the proper product ideas it is relatively easy to

formulate business plans which will attract the entrepreneurs and cause

them to invest funds, thus forming and building thriving 'businesses.

Thus, I say people properly educated and trained are the product: you are

the designers and manufacturers; we are the buyers and tonsumers.
. ,

As background information...I did several ye4rs of electronic design

work, moved into selling and managing. Since I have you-as a captive

audience, I'll do a little selling on our.company. But the things I will

mention actually will apply to all of the electronic companies in the

,area. We engineer, build, sell and service sophisticated computer-

controlled electronic instrumentation and °' processing systems using

lasers. We also build robotic type devices to place and.remove parts

from these machines. The machines we manufacture are primarily used in

the design, testing and manufacture of electronic components. We employ

about 700 people in the Portland:area and our subsidiary companies.

Sales volume is approximately $45 million per year worldwide, ancrwe sell

our products worldwide with approxlmately 35 percent going outside the

United States. Interestingly, dnly about 1-1/2 percent of our products

are sold in Oregon or Washin§ton. Therefore, we could be termed

exporters of product and importers of Toney in Oregon. In Portland we

have approximately 150 people with Bachdlor of Science or Bachelor of Art
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Aegrees in Engineering sciences, several with Masters Degrees and quite a
few with Doctoral degrees. Of these 150 degreed people, engineers,
computer engineers or software specialists number about 75. The
remainder are employed in the commercial areas doing selling, application
work and various modes of support activities.

I had the pleasure of being the chairman of the American Electronics
Association last year. The Oregon Council constitutes approximately 60
member companies, ranging from some very small companies of three or four
employees up to the giants of industryTektronix, Intel, and Hewlett
Packard. These companies primarily manufacture high technology products
requiring a tonsiderable amount of engineering, ranging from

oscilloscopes, heart pacers, light control systems for rooms such as

these, computer enhancements, various types o/f computers themselves, and
peripherals. We sell to, and buy from, each other to a considerable
extent. Totally our member companies employ about 28,000 people in

Oregon. At the present growth rate of this group, these companies will
easily employ more than 50,000 Oregonians within four'or five years.
Truly high technology companies are becoming a major source of employment
in Oregon. My talk will center on the needs of engineering and computer
science education. However, I want to quick/y assure you that we have a
similar need fo people educated to handle the associated areas of
commerce, manufacturing, selling, human resources, training, etc.

Another important thing is for these people to have communicative skills,
both in the written and verbal form. As I told a group last'week, it
would be ever so nice if they could even spell. This is a great

deficiency of the engineering group. I should not forget that they Must
have the ability to work positively ln groups and teams towards common
objectives, because in our industry few jobs can be performed in

isolation.

Preparing for this talk, I consulted recent papers on the state of

affairs in postsecondary education. I've learned that tne decisions to
be made in the next few years will be among the most critical ever faced
by the American higher educational institutions. These decisions,
properly made, offer the possibility of a new form of education. I've

learned it definitely appears that education is a growth industry just
like high technology. In other words, more people are requiring more
education for more years of their increasing life span. I learned that

education has goal and associated management problems. That really

piqued my interest because we have management problems. .For instance,

it's not clear whether you are strictly in the education business or
maybe you are also in the training business. Your management is not sure
just exactly how to handle the problem/situation and whether to go along
parallel paths or intersecting paths with industry. I learned that there

is a great deal of concern and discussion in the educational arena

related to the distinction between credit and noncredit learning; also

learned, not to my great surprise, that television and other electronic
communication links are becoming much more powerful and effective tools
for teaching; teaching not only within the four walls within a given

street address but in carrying education to a much wider audience. When

I think about it, these things mean to me that change is dery bit as
evident in education as in industry and probably even more difficult to



deal with. I do think in general that industry is better able to cope
with change and meet its requirements than is education."Perhaps this .
ability of industry to deal with change has contributed to the erecting
of barriers, of noncooperation between industry and education. So here
are some of my thoughts on the barriers of various sorts that I believe
generally exist.'

1. Education has not been sufficiently impressed with needs for quality
in postsecondary education, particularly as related to the needs of high
technology companies. Education hasn't made many conscious efforts to
attract and employ professors with nationwide reputations who will bring
along quality associates and together develop programs that are really
excellent.

2. Many institutions seem to be very provincial and feel because they
are in Oregon and we are an Oregon industry we will come to them. They

simply do not seem to realize that it is only a 1-1/2 hour plane ride to
the Bay area where we can talk with educators who are foremost in their
fields. In our own company we have formed a relationship with Texas A&M,
if you'd believe that, locapd between Dallas and Houston, many more air
miles away. Why Texas AM? It's because these people are really

industry oriented and produce graduates well educated and trained to
understand and work in and contribute to the semi-conductor industry
where we basically ire. When we go down there, we're received with open
arms and those educators can talk with us about our educational and

technical problems with great understanding, and are really helpful.

They can, and have, quickly tailored individual educational programs to
meet specific requests.

3. In terms of providing products for us in high technology, many

institutions are deeply rooted in their particular pieces of geography in
Oregon and serve only the needs of those localities to produce graduates
that are trained in areaS of questionable interest to a high technology
industry. This has a great deal to do with the politics of the

situation, I believe. The fact is that many legislators come from

sparsely populated areas where industry ip not. However, because of
these legislators an imbalance of money flows to institutions in these
localities that of course do not have much chance to, serve high

technology industry. True enough, there are many examples of cooperative
programs such as night courses near industry, but what I am saying is
that if education is to serve high technology industry, the institutions
really need to be located close by.

4. Another thing that seems to be a barrier is that community colleges
and universities are not sufficiently aligned in terms of their courses.
They need to develop cooperdtive programs with easily transferrable
credits frm, let's say a community college, to an institution of higher
learning nd then on to a graduate institution. I know that community

colleges have different objectives compared to higher level

iristitutions. However, it really seems to me that these barriers should
be broken down and that people should be able transfer credits with ease.



5. Another barrier revolves around just out and out leadership.
Frankly., I'm afraid that several department leaders and leaders of
various postsecondary institutions.simply are so deeply rooted in the
past and ate so comfortable or maybe so frustrated they just don't want
to reach out. Oregon industry is changing, with high technology
replacing forest productsand agricultural operations as the state's
largest employer. In other words, I think educators should realize this
change and that they are suppliers of products and that they can and
should reach out to new industry and find out what products the customers
are needing. Then they should tailor.their programs to meet those needs.

6. Another barrier -16A- may be more subjective in nature than'the others
is'that schools maY not really trust industry. Many companies have set
up competitive teaching orwizations, constructed buildings, 'hired
staffs at premium, salaries, grant degrees, and in many, many ways look
like schools that are competitive to the traditional postsecondary
institutions. I suspect many educators are wondering just exactly where
this will all lead and whether they should bcvery cooperative willibmthis
competitive element.

7. Finally, some of the educators I know seem to spend a great deal of
time bemoaning the latest budget cuts and inactions of'their upper
management and not enough time in developing strategies and action.plans
to circumvent the perceived barriers. They seem to think and talk almost
entirely of the magic term FTE. Frankly, they seem to be reactive rather
than proactive.

By now I'm sure I've touched some tender nerve ends surrounding the basic
process of the functioning of the postsecondary institution. However, my
comments are really intended to simply illustrate situations. Since we
are the consumers of the product, namely the graduates of your
institutions, I think we the customers should have some say on how that
product is designed and built. However, I want to emphasize that I do
not believe industry should really be involved in the educational
business. And I don't know any industrialists who really believe that
either, I might add. I think we should say what we want, but I do not
believe we should give advice in detail on exactly how the product should
be designed ahd manufactured.

Okay, these are some of tit-6 barriers we have observed. What can we do
about them? I want to be particularly positive about ,this next portion
of the talk. I want to 'present ideas about refining the processes
employed by our educational Anstitutions, discuss updating the thinking
of industrialists and educators, describe a process that at least has
worked in one instance for obtaining more understanding.

I've been crttical of education; now let me turn my comments to the high
technology industry. Since I am the only representative of that industry
here, I thili I'm safe in sAying these. I 'think we in industry have been
faulty and we have been totally ,consumed in trying to make our
organizations .go.--to keep them going and profitable. Frankly, during
these last couple of years, we have been operating in a survival mode,
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with little time or energy to.devote to community-affairs. But we have

toltplan for the future. People are our future. And we need to work

closely 04 nurturing.that most precious product. Basically, I -think

industry should be willing to meet the educational organizations more
than half.way.

1. We should present to you some very clear group forecasts of all our
indstries, of our needs in a process that is done annually. The

forecasts should span several years and yield information on how many and
what kinds of students we expect to hire in a given year. We should tell

you the expectations we have for these graduates, what their

responsibilities would be, what their career pathing will be. That

should be very easy with appropriate plavning on our part. You know we

in industry are very, very good in stratdbizing and planning. Not true:

It's a particularly tough process in any case, and it 'Is' really very

difficult when we are dealing With people in an ever changing and rapidly

changing world. But do think we shodld make the effort on the

industrial side. We've done it in the past. Many of eur companies do it

anyhow, and I think we can do it ip the future apd do a better job. I

would like to know front you sometime this afternoon if this type of

information would be helpful in your planning.

2. I think-industry should put forth a lot more energy:in understanding

the processes involved in Oostsecondary education. I am very much in the

learning stage concerning education and the intricacies of what you go
through, but frankly I've heard too many people from business sO, "Well,'

jf those folks in education would only run their places on a businesslike

basis, everything would be better." Right? Having learned a little bit

about the educational business, I know that you have different norms,
situations, pressures, objectives and a lot of history to either guide or

impede you. I don't say what is being done in education is the way I

would suggest doing it, but nevertheless I think we in industry have a

lot of understanding to gain'before we can rdally effectively understand

you and work together with you.

3. I think industry should make special efforts to'involve educators

more in our respective businesses. This can take several forms. Primary

ones that might be employed would include consultancy contracts f&
teachers, employment opportunities for teacherspartItime, summer work,

fulltime, plant visits, and equipment demonstrations designed to teach

the educators.

4. I think we in busfness should learn about the legislative process and

become involved in it. The main reason is that our legislators control

the purses. We all know that a constderable sum of money is required to

operate effective educational programs. Talk all we want about the

efficiency of new delivery systems that an electronic nature will bring

to us; the fact is, with the requirement to turn .out an increasing humber

of students, a tremendous amount of funding will be needed from the

public sector. Aso`You all know, the funding comqs Via government, the

legislators. A lot of those people are teachers. In Oregon, I am told,

oe
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it is bout 18 percent, But I'm not so sure they really have accurate
evaluatibns of the needs of postsecondary eddcation. I do know that many
of them have little or no appreciation of the needs of4ausiness.

5.

*

Several'years ago, Oregon business put forth considerable effort to
enhance postsecondary education, and now I'm talking particularly ,about
situations at Portland State and the genesis of the Oregon ,Graduate
Center. Some of these programs didn't progress too far, and many of the
leaders perhaps became a bit disillusioned with the whole effort. But I
say a new window has openeellow and those business people should,Join the
effort.

6. A few businesses, particularly latiger one's, have set up cboperat4e
situations with education that woek fairly 'well in their individual
cases. But they may not address the larger lonl-range problems. These
organizations shoul4 evaluate their programs and coordinate with area

needs.

To summarize my thoughts on industry, I think we 'simply have not worked
as closely with the educational sector as we should have. This is

changingClet least in Oregon it fs changing: Industry/education
partnerships are forming. Let me-tell you about one of.these changes. '

As you may recall at the first Of my talk, I mentiOned that the American
Electronics Association and the Oregon Council of same (I mentioned those
names)--the AEA is a nationwide organization of 'Some 2,000 separate high
technology companies. Totally, their ,sales volume represents nationwide
something like $225 billion. At a Uoard of directors' meeting
approximately a year and a half ago'we adopted a resolution that set up a s.
campaign in funding to enhance engineering education,in the U.S. The k

effort was focused on finding ways to increase the capabilities of

educational institutions for supplying industry withgreater number of
quality graduates, primarily in the area of engineering and computer
sciences. -In terms-of overall funding for this program from AEA it was
suggested"that each company donate 2/10 of tne percent of the company's
annual sales to higher educational purposes. This could be in the form
of direct gifts, salary supplements, equipment donations, etc..

Nationwide this should amount to spmething in excess of $50 million.
Right now it is in the area of $10-$12 million as we are getting started
on a nationwide ,basis.

Now let's go to Oregon. Upwards of I year' ago the activity in,Oregon
began to intensify 'when one of our prominent legislators -became
interested in the'fact that Oregon schools are not receiving sufficient
support to *duce high technology graduates. In January 1982

Representative Vera .Katz proposed an action plan as part of a 1982

blueprfnt for Oregon economic recovery. Her proposal suggested the

establishment of a public/private consortium of OregoW.s postsecondary

educational institutions and leaders of high technology industry to

develop a high technology educational action plan. This consortium was
to advise the Educational Coordinating Commission of Oregon which ,in turn
was charged with preparing ah inventory, needs assessment and program
evaluation of current , engineering, high technology- educational
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offerings. In addition, it was to commend the most efficient and cost
efective method of ehhancing this f d of study. And in particular, it
was--I think this quite Udusual and important--to designate the funding
iof the programs it recommended. Incidentally, the persons from industny
involved in this 'consortium were also to raise $500,000 to match the
$500,000 that Representative Katz hoped would come from the Oregon
Legiilature. You can see we're in sort of a faith business right about
there.

I participated in setting up a meeting with the leaders of some of the
larger organizations in our Council--namely, Tektronix, Intel, Hewlett
Packard, Floating Point. After brief discussions, it was evident that
there was sufficient interest,to go ahead with the program. So me did
because a few necks were stfetched out at that point, including mine.
The arithmetic of the situation said that if the member compahies (these.
are the AEA 60-member companies in Oregon) donated approximately $18 per
person for.each person employed by them in Oregon, we would be able to
raise the $500,000 matching fund. We knew that we probably couldn't sell
this prograeto our members unless we have developed a well defined plan
that specifically focused thesexfunds on higher educational needs. In

other words, we knew that industry would not contribute unless they knew
that the monies would go to the specific programs that would benefit
them.* Some important parameters of the 'program were these.

1. Focus. We felt that the total of $1 million that would be available
coUld not be spread very far and we needed to focus on development of
electronic engineers and computer engineers at selected institutions.

2. With the preponderance of our member companies being in the

tri-county area in or around Portland, we felt the effect of the money
spent needed to be, at least in the early stages,.focused on schools in
that area. Interesting statistic--probably 24,000 of those 28,000 jobs
that I mentioned in the high techtindustries are located within a radius
of 10 or 15 miles of this room.

3. We believed that the state spools could play a major part iii this
program, but there were several private insti s with certain
distinct capabilities that iould be very essential to 4ts ccess; indeed
that the program should contain definite cooperatidil between the public
and private schools.

4. We believed that the program should strive for very high quality. We
think,., in terms of, establishing steeple? of excellence in given
nstitutions with the thought of MIT and Stanford as examples. We

considered that we were establishing a basic program framework and taking
only the first steps in a process that would-require several years.

We presented a draft of th e concepts to Qour memi)oarigand got a great
r(- deal of support deemed sufficient to carry forward with the program. We

also, checked our thoughts with several educators, department heads,

school admidistratOri, etc., and received encouragement. Frankly, it

seemed like everyone was waiting for a plan. At this point, Governor
v°



Atiyeh. formally, established the consortium for high technology
education. To represent high technology industry, a team from the
electronics sector was named to it; also named was a member of the state
board of higher education, the president of the Oregon Graduate Center to
represent the independent college sector, the chairman of the Educational
eoordinating Commission of the state, and last, but not least, and
particularly because he is sitting right in front of me, John Apthony of
Portland Community College. Also the staff members of the same
Educational Coordinating Commission were made available to assist in the
etfort.

In the first portion of the educational organizational process the group
from industry listed our planned outline as described above and found the
other members to be in genera4 agreement. Next it was decided that since
industry was supplying- the $500,000 matching fund, we should prepare a
document that gave in detail the needs of our members. We four people
from industry set about doing this and prepared a survey asking how many
graduates our companies expected 'to hire within the next five years.
Within six weeks the survey was returned and we prepared a document which
described the needs of our industrial group. And we found it to be
generally acceptable to the consortium with some'modifications. Briefly,
*Vat survey indicated that five years from now the 60 member companies in
the Oregon area with indicated growth would be needing approximately 800
graduates per year. Those are primarily electronic engineering and
computer science graduates--800 per year.

At this poirt we believed wejiere sufficiently well alOng to contact the
schools and commence the process of evaluating capabilities and programs
with our needs. We wanted to have direct access to them and learn what
.programs they already had or could develop that would respond to the five
year industry requirements. We sent out these needs documents along with
an invitation to the appropriate department heads of the University of
Oregqp, Oregon State, University of Portland, Portland State and the
Oregon Graduate Center, to come meet with us in discussion over a two-day
period. Meanwhile a very significant thing happened.on the Oregon. scene,
which definitely suggested that the window of change had arrived. This
was f11 arrival of the new Chancellor of Hither Education, namely Dr. Bud
Davis. Prior to his taking office, on one of his early visits to Oregon,
three of us from industry met with him to describe our thoughts and soon
recognized that he was very much interested in our program for high
technology education. He had previously participated in a similar
program in the state of, New Mexico. Dr. Davis quickly coordinated the
efforts of the state schools and one document was prepared which was
presented at our July meetings with the various institutions.
Incidentally, we were very pleased that the presidents of Oregon, Oregon
State, University of Portland and Oregon Grad Center as well as the deans
of the various schools'attended the meetings. From the public sector the
'dotument was presented by Dr. Davis, and jt suggested an amazing thing;
namely, that Oregon state send professors to Portland State to help them
start up their programs in high tech education. Very viable programs
also were offered by the Oregon-Graduate Center, and the University of
Portland plus the community colleges. There were many aspects of
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intercooperation evident in these presentations. Frankly, we were most
pleased.

After the meetings, the consortium spent soMe intensive weeks evaluating
the programs, then prepared a listing of which institution would receive
what portion of the $1 million. This plan was then presented in a

refined state to the September 2nd and 3rd meetings of the Emergency
Board along with a listing of the monies that had been pledged or turned
in towards the $500,000 matching\fund. That was just to add a little bit
of believability. The Emergenci`Board qucckly approved and the`plan went
into action.

Here are some of the results. To date industry has raised appr imately

96 percent Of the required $500,000. Plans are underway eking

professors to start on the approved program. The consortium is busy
refining the methods that will be used to monitor the selected programs.
Also, we have set up an advisory group consisting of representatives from
the various schools, one from the Chancellor's office, and an industry
member. We think we are definitely on our way for this early portion of
the program and are fleshing out the framework of the process that wi.11
carry us out into the fdture. iemember, we think this is a several gear
program. I'M.very impressed by the cooperative nature of most of the
institutions ind personnel. There are a few folks in a few institutions
that feel they have been left out in the process, and we have tried to
assure them that this is only because we are in the very early stages and
that we need to focus our linIted funds. In other words, we feel that we

first must take care of the eeds of our member companies in the northern
end of the Willamette high echnology corridor.

As we think about the futurey the consortium should be_coneerned With
several questions in my mind.

1. Can we persuade the Oregon Legislature to allocate sufficient funds
for education in the futUte? 2. How much funding can industry raise
over the years? And for how many years? 3. How do we.break down the

remaining barriers? 4. Are the educational institutions really going to
continue to increase cooperation with one another? 5. Can our program
succeed with the present makeup of the State Board of Higher Education?

Industry pockets are relatively shalloW and the money needs are really
great--thus, most of the funding must come from the public sector.. And
we in industry must find ways to lever our contributions to get tie most
out of the public sector. I think the consortium must find ways for
industry and education to develo0 increasingly closer- ties as we move
into the future. The cooperative spirit is there, but we all must work
hard to enhance it. Concerning these barriers, I am confident we can
significantly lower them, if not break them down entirely. People would

like to cooperate. They need and want to follow a plan. I think we have

such a plan. A am hopeful that this cooperation can occur simply because

I know several programs aTe already underway amongst the institutions.
In particular there is a two plus two plus two program forming at

Portland Community College, University of Portland and the Oregon Grad
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Centel% I feel we must have a different constituency in the State Board
of Higher Education. At present there' is no person on the board from the
high technology sector; precious few from industry, I.think. But I think

this must be corrected in the not too distant future.

What about the future? What about our fears? One fear is that we wil,p

not be able to maintain sufficient energy to apply it to our efforts with

sufficient interest to keep this thing going. We realize that

bureaucracy is very'powerful, well entrenched and has the atility.to slow

'down little pieces of a program by working all around the per'meter and

i41,1,.

finally eroding away the center. This must not be allowed to ha en.

Another fear is that sufficient.monies will not be appropriated by the
Legislature in a short enough time to really make these programs go

forward. Weill be filling posities with some rather high powered people
who want to accomplish things quickly. They will need funding to do

this. Their interest is up. The funding will be required to keep that

interest kindled and the spirits alive.

Another fear is that we may not be able to find w6fs to make this a

totally well rounded program. We stress the, needs for high technology
engineers and technicians and people of like caliber in the computer

sciences engineering areas, but we also need people of various types to

support these technologists. I am talking about people in the accounting

sector, sales and purchasing, and other commercial areas. These people

should come from your institutions with an education and appreciation of

the needs of high technology.

Another .ear is that the quality of education will not be of the highest

caliber and enable the student§ to be recognized throughout the countrY.

We need to have high quality programs to produce the necessary graduates

to keep the spirit and money flowing inthe interests of our companies

involved,. These graduates will give impact to the product design

programs within those companies so that our produtts can compete on a

worldwide basis. You know that we would, very much like to hire our

graduates fm the Oregon institutions, but it is not all that difficult

for us to sedk graduates' from other schools in the country. One of the

fears here, of course, is the great number of exceedingly good graduates

coming from Japan. We simply must have quantity and quality that matches

those graduates.

In summary, barriers can fall. Postsecondary education/industry 1r

partnerships can be started and with work gain strength and growth. The

time is now. The window is open for change. Thank you.
o

N
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HIGH TECHNOLOGY PARTNERSHIPt
A FORUM WITH PAULLINTHER,

Friday, October 28, 1982 1:30 P.M.

Facilitators: Forrest Rodgers, Director of Marketing, Marylhurst College

Angel Pilato, Manager of Corporate Education, Tektronix,

Inc.

The discussion following Mr. Lintner's speech was -facilitated by Ms.
Angel Pilato, manager of corporate education for Tektronix, Inc. The

theme of Mr; Lintner's presentation focused on the possibility for

creative partnerships of .education providers (colleges and universities)

and,users (business, specifically electronics companies in the extended

Portland area). The discussion centered arolind three major factors:
assessing the Corporate education and training needs, assisting in the
development and accreditation of industry-specific training programs, and

the need for liberal arts "skills" in business.

Mr. Lintner approached the' needs assessment from his marketing

background, and suggested direct approaches to begin partnerships:

identifying specific skill areas that need develbping (secretarial, data

processing, etc.), offering -curriculum and program design help, and

arranging for faculty internships to keep them up to date with industrial

developments. Ms. Pilato stated that many companies want to _get out of
the eduction business and encouraged participants to assess and market

their programs which will help accomplish that.'

A

The topic of iridustry-specific programs was addressed, with fir. Lintner

reviewing the offerings of the American Electronics Association (AEA),

which provides extensive technical training to member companies. The

AEA/Oregon is very active in education, and recently completed a survey
of educational needs of members. The survey indicated a need for 925
electronic engineers and 1209 computer science graduates wthin the next 5

years; this did not 'address, however:the continuing education needs of

employees. Areas of need might include design engiheering (circuits and

chips), systems analysis, and software design and programming. Many

colleges offer these--or related--courses, but do not have a delivery

system iaich meets the needs of the electronics company. Mr. Lintner

suggested new approaches to scheduling might increase the opportunities

for colleges.

The role of the liberal arts in high technology was addressed, and

Mr. Lintner identified the followfng as services which liberal arts

colleges could provide: management education (finance, accountingl

decision-making, organizational behavior, etc.); communication (for use

in marketing, corporate communications, and interpersonal and

organizational communication); and cultural and intercultural education.

He emphasized the "internationalization" of the electronics world, and

the need to prepare employees for living and working in foreign
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cultures. While high tech fihms are not heavily recruiting people with
liberal arts backgrounds, they are hired in areas of marketing, finance,
communications and purchasing. The need to know the language of high
technology was stressed, however, as a skill these people should haVe or
develop.

Both Mr. Lintner and Ms. Pilato suggested that the future for education
and business partnerships'is bright, and that their tnOstry is eager to

. work together to optimizethe resources and talents or-the iostitutions.



MACHIAVELLIAN DIPLOMACY IN MODERN DRESS: ARTICULATION

AND TRANSFER BETWEEN POSTSECONDARY INSTITUTIONS

Friday, October 29, 1982 . 1:30 P.M.

Presenter: . George A. Delaney, Dean of Educational Services,
Skagit Valley College

OBJECTIVES:

1. To increase awareness of the growing importance and numbers of

community college transfer students to four-year institutions

2. To review conflicting literature on the performance of community

college gradpates upon transfer, including the presence of

"transfer shdck"

3. To review models of artrculation and transfer currently in use

in various states

4. To review historical and current efforts in the state of

Washington to ease the process of articulation and transfer

through a voluntary system

CONTENT:

.Participants were introduced to the growing importance of community

college transfer students. Parallel to the rapid growth in the number of

community colleges and the corresponding number of academic transfer

,students, community college students are providing an increasing

percentage of upper division students in senior colleges and

universities. Examples included 44% of all full-time upper divison

students at Agizona State University came from community colleges, and

57% at WestereVashington State University.

Research literature on the performance of community college transfer

students is spotty and often contradictory. While some studies, most

notably at the University of Washington and UCLA, indicate that community

college students perform less well than "native" students, there is a

growing number of studies which question these findings. Recent

literature indicates that community college students who.transfer with an

AA degree perform as well as native students in comparable majors.

Over half of the states have attempted to ease the transfer process by

the development of articulation and 'transfer pacesses and agreements;

participants reviewed ten of these which vary widely fyom informal

general agreements to voluntary cOmpacts to transfer processes mandated

by state agencies and legislatures.
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Considerable attention was devoted to a presentation and discussion of
the historical,and current efforts in the state of Washington to ease the

1 transfer process through voluntary agreements. These efforts have been
directed by the Intercollege* Relations Commission, composed of
representatives of all accredited two and four year, pulllic and private,
colleges and universities in the state. Guidelines for the acceptance of
Associate Degrees were first developod in 1971 and, after spveral major
modifications, led to broad acceptance of Associate Degrees, including

1 junior status and satisfaction of General University Requirements for the
Baccalaureate degree.

1

1

1

1

1

Recent concerns for the quality of those Associate Degrees led to a

statewide meeting in October of community college Deans of Instruction
and college and university academic vice presidents and heads of GUR
committees. The purpose of the meeting was to provide a forum for broad
Aiscussion of the,-role of General Education in the Associate and

Baccalaureate degrees and specific discussions on the direction for'

modification of the AA Guidelines. Continuing discussions are being

held, with the future of the acceptance of the Associate degree at stake.

Q
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EFFECTIVE LEARNING STYLE UTILIZATION

Friday, October 29, 1982 100 P.M.

Presenter: Joe Youngbluth, Counselor and Instructor in Psychology,

Mount Hood Community College.

OBJECTIVES:

1. To provide an overview of the
Various learning style models.

2. To identify instruments, for
individual leprner differences.

characteristics and benefits of

diagnosing and prescribing for

3. To discuss methods for utilizing learning style information in
the classroom.

CONTENT:

Definition: Learning Styles--Characteristics, cognitive, affective and
physiological traits that serve as relatively stable indicators of how

learners perceive, interact with, and respond to, the learning

environment.

Rationale: The rationale is that education has attempted to meet the

individual learner's need in a variety of ways-in the past, but normally

the individual and specific differences have not been dealt with; that

is, a learner's unique characteristics have been ignored and improperly

served by classroom techniques.

Overview of the Field: Current recognition of learning styles has
resuTied in the appearance of over 35 instruments for diagnosing and
prescribing for individual learner differences based on style. Current

instruments were reviewed from a handout entitled "Assessing Student

Learning Styles: An Overview" by James W. Keese of NASSP (National

Association of Secondary School Principals).

Considerable time was spent overvtewing the distinctive characteristics

and benefits of the various learning style models with particular

emphasis on Witkin's "Field-Independent, Field-Depenaent" hodel, Dunn and

Dunn Model, Kolb Model and the Hill Model of Cognitive Mapping.

Utilization of Learning Style in a Classroom Setting: There are

essentially two distinct ways af utilizing learning style information:

1. Equip the teacher with information on individual differences and
:the responsibility for managing appropriate curricula according

to style.



0

2. Equip the student with self-knowledge of his unique learning
style and assist him in more effective management of the

learning environment.
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The conference was a comprehensive and direct attention to
issues and trends that colleges and universities need to plan
and iMplethpnt delivery systems. The preSenters inelifisented a

cross-sectfon of the theoretical and the practical approach in
the 'development of these delivery systems, both ithin the

college community as well as off-campus.

Bernard J. Raphael
Associate Dean
Normandale Community College

4 Bloomington, Minnesota
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Partnerships, Programs and Practices
for an Increasingly Interdependent World

The Second Annual

Creative Responses lb Changing Realities
Conference for Northwest Postsecondary and Higher Education
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October 28-29, 1982 Hilton Hotel Portland, Oregon
.

CONFERENCE COSPONSORS

The Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory (NWREL) id Portland
is an independent,,nonprofit ducational research and development
organization, governed by a 34 member Board of Directors from the
Pacific NorthwesX region. The mission of the Laboratory is to
assist education't government, community agencie, business and,
labor in improving quality and equality in educational programs and
processes. The Laboratory currently conducts ft programs in the
major areas of Instructional Improvement, Evaltation and Research,
MUlticultural Education, and Problem Solving Services.

The Northwest Program Development and Coordination Center is
:located at Highline Community College near Seattle and serves
postseconcary and higher education in the Pacific Northwest.
kFunctional areas of Center expertise include consortium formation
,and management; planning and conducting workshops and conferences;
provision of technical assistance; resource development and
information sharing serVices;land facilitating linkades between
postsecondary institutions and other educational and/or community
organizattons. Among the programmatic areas of Center invOlvemen%
are Cooperative Educacion, International-EducAtion, and Consultant,
Trainer and Management Training.

4

Conference Cosponsors:
Northwest Regional Northwest Program Development
Educational Laboratory and Coordination Center

Conference Cootdinator: Mictiael Gordon, Highline Community College,
Assistant: Nancy Horst

Midway, Washington 98031, (206) 433-8590
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